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Summary 

A strategy that is often used in the study of capillary free boundary (FB) problems for 

viscous incompressible flows is the following: 

(1) Ignore one of the boundary conditions at the FB and prove that for every chosen 

position of the FB the resultant problem, here called the auxiliary problem (AP), is well 

posed. 

(2) Establish regularity results for the solution of the AP. 

(3) Using (2) and the remaining boundary condition, determine the position of the FB. 

We study the existence and uniqueness of the weak solution(s) to the AP, i.e., step (1), 

under minimal regularity constraints on the data and domain. The analysis is carried 

out for stationary two-dimensional flows, governed by either the Stokes or Navier-Stokes 

equations, in the context of four standard examples. A Green's formula is derived which 

allows the AP to be formulated as a mixed variational problem in which the pressure 

and normal stress appear as Lagrange multipliers. Existence and uniqueness results are 

obtained by using the Ladyzhenskaya-Babuska-Brezzi theory for mixed problems. By 

analogy with step (3), the dependence of the normal stress on the position of the FB is 

investigated. 
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1 Introduction 

Fluid flows with free surfaces 

Ma~y problems in mechanics and physics can be modelled by differential equations for the 

unknown functions on domains which are not known a priori. The unknown (portion of) 

the boundary must be determined as part of the solution and is known as a free boundary 

(FBJ. A boundary value problem of this type in which the FB is independent of time 

is called a stationary FB problem. A moving FB problem is an initial boundary value 

problem in which the FB also depends on time. 

Hydrodynamics abounds with FB problems. Usually the FB occurs as a liquid-gas or 

liquid-solid interface or as the interface between two immiscible fluids, while the velocity 

_and pressure fields of the fluid(s) are the main unknowns in the problem. An esp_ecially 

important class of problems are those in which capillary forces (i.e., forces due to in

termolecular interaction having a nonzero resultant at the boundary of the flui.d) play 

a dominant role. Problems of this type appear in a wide variety of coating and ma

terial processing tech~ologies including lubrication, electrochem_ical plating, separation 

processes, metal- and glass-forming processes and the processing of coating polymers, 

semiconductors, single crystals and other advanced materials. 

The study of fluid motion with stationary or moving FBs is not only of practical signif

icance but involves particularly interesting nonlinear analysis. The mathematical anal

ysis of problems describing flows with FBs was originated more that a century ago by 

Helmholtz and Kirchhoff who studied steady, irrotational, planar flows of inviscid in-
' 

compressible fluids. By introducing the velocity potential and stream function as new 

variables, these assumptions lead to a formulation in terms of the velocity potential that 

must satisfy the Laplace equation in a variable domain with suitable boundary conditions. 

Then, by exploiting the fact that it is a streamline, the FB becomes a kno~n curve in 

the complex velocity potential plane. Using this approach and me_thods involving th~ 



theory of functions of a complex variable, many significant results have been obtained. 

For instance, R. Gerber (in 1955, 1957) gave, via Leray-Schauder degree theory, existence 

and uniqueness results for the flow in an open channel. However, under the assumptions 

above only conservative external body forces can be taken into account, the fluid cannot 

satisfy the no-slip boundary condition, and all the FB problems involving viscous fluids 

are excluded. 

~ 

FB problems involving viscous fluids arise, in for example coating and polymer technology, 

· from the description of viscous jets and drop motions, wave and cavity flows of viscous 

fluids, thin fluid layer motions, fluid interfaces and solidification fronts. A FB problem 

of particular engineering importance is that of the behaviour of a viscous liquid partially 

filling an open container, possibly in a low gravity environment (in spacecraft, for instance) 

where capillary effects must be taken into account. A reliable model of the flow in such 

situations is that of a viscous incompressible (VI) fluid governed by the Navier-Stokes 

equations. 

Stationary FB problems for capillary VI fluids began to be studied rigorously only com

paratively recently, following advances in the theory of elliptic boundary value problems. 

Flows in which the FB has no points in common with the surface of the container or body 

over which the liquid flows, were found to be the most suitable for mathematical analysis. 

The first successful study of such a problem was carried out by Pukhnachov (1972a) who 

considered the steady, periodic, two-dimensional motion of a VI fluid in an open channel, 

the upper surface of which is free while the bottom represents a rectilinear (or wavy) wall 

on which there is a periodic distribution of regions of inflow and outflow. It is assumed 

that on the FB there is no normal velocity and no shear stress, and that the normal 

component of the internal stress is equal to the surface tension (or capillary pressure), 

which is proportional to the curvature of the FB. The relation between the position of 

the FB and the values on the FB of the velocity and pressure fields which is introduced 

by this equilibrium condition allowed Pukhnachov to solve the problem by means of the 

so-called splitting method. 
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This method consists of two stages : in the first stage the form of the FB, given by a 

function f, is fixed, i.e., the FB is replaced by a rigid wall allowing perfect slip. For 

every choice off, the resulting mixed boundary value problem without the normal stress 

boundary condition, called the auxiliary problem, is solved via a weak solution method. 

Then, by utilizing results concerning boundary value problems for elliptic systems - often 

those of Agmon, Douglis and Nirenberg (1964) or Solonnikov and Scadilov (1973) - it is 

proved that the solution ( v(f), p(f)) of the auxiliary problem has the necessary differential 

properties. The second stage of the method involves substitution of the value of the 

normal stress obtained from the auxiliary problem into the ignored boundary condition 

and invertion of the curvature operator, thereby reducing the FB problem to a fixed point 

equation f = F(f) where F is a smooth nonlinear operator in a certain Banach space. 

By transformation of the auxiliary problem to a domain independent of f and the use of 

suitable a priori estimates, it is then proved that for sufficiently small rates of flow, F is 

a contraction and that the FB problem has a solution in Holder spaces which is locally 

umque. 

In Pukhnachov (1972b) the results obtained via this method were used to obtain a linear 

theory of surface waves by studying the linear approximation of the solution with respect 

to a parameter pr~portional to the magnitude of the external action. Since the splitting 

method is essentially a contraction mapping argument, it is equivalent to an iterative 

procedure for determining the position of the FB. Pukhnachov (1975) used this method 

of successive approximations to prove the existence of a one-parameter family of rolling 

waves, bifurcating from the Poiseuille-type flow, for the two-dimensional motion of VI fluid 

in an open channel under the influence of gravity. Osmolovskii (1975) and Ladyzhenskaya 

and Osmolovskii (1976) also employed the splitting method to study certain axisyrnrnetric 

and three-dimensional FB. problems. 

In the papers mentioned above it was assumed that the FB does not intersect the fixed 

boundaries. Following the experiments of Joseph, Beavers and Fosdick (1973), Sattinger 

(1976) studied, for the special case in which the contact angle () is 7r /2, the axisyrntnetric 
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problem of a capillary tube filled with fluid with a rod inserted in the centre. The rod 

rotates slowly, with constant angular velocity c, say, and the upper surface of the fluid 

adopts a shape which balances the forces of gravity, atmospheric pressure, internal stress 

and surface tension. To construct an exact solution, a perturbation method is used in which 

the solution is expressed in powers of c. The region occupied by the fluid is mapped onto 

a domain which remains fixed throughout the perturbation scheme. In this way a system 

of partial differential equations is obtained which depends on the parameter c, but which 

is defined on a fixed domain. By the implicit function theorem in a Banach space the 

question of the convergence of the perturbation series is reduced to that of obtaining 

suitable a priori estimates for the solution of a certain linear boundary value problem. In 

order to ensure that the solution of the problem has the necessary degree of regularity at 

the ridges where the FB meets the walls of the rod and container, it was assumed that 

fJ = 7r /2. The reason for this is that in the case of an intersection of such surfaces, edges 

(or corner points in the planar case) are formed on which the derivatives of the velocity 

can have singularities depending on the angle (} of intersection. 

Jean (1980) considered the stationary two-dimensional motion (governed by the Stokes 

equations) of a VI fluid in a channel of finite length. The fluid is forced through a slot at 

one end of a channel, flows dcwn the open channel and is drawn off through a second slot. 

By using the splitting method and results by Merigot (1977) on regularity at corners, he 

proved that the FB problem has a unique solution if 7r / 4, < fJ < 37r / 4 and the rate of flow 

is sufficiently small. 

Solonnikov (1980) obtained existence and uniqueness results for the solution of a similar 

FB problem in which fJ can take on an arbitrarily specified value between 0 and 7r, namely 

the two-dimensional problem of the motion of a VI fluid partially filling a rectangular 

container under the influence of sinks and sources in the bottom. The proof is based on 

the splitting method but is different from that of Jean (1980), in that the need for explicit 

estimates of the regularity at the corners is circumvented through the use of special Holder 

and Sobolev spaces with weighted norms, the weight being equal to some power of the 
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distance to the set of angular points. A different proof of the existence result,based on the 

implicit function theorem used by Sattinger (1976), with a more detailed analysis of the 

dependence on () of the differentiability properties of the solution, is given in Solonnikov 

(1982). 

The only problems described thus far in which the domain of flow is unbounded, are the 

channel problems studied by Pukhnachov (1972a, 1972b, 1975). However, his method 

ceases to work when the flow is not periodic, for instance in the case of a nonperiodic, 

monotone,inclined channel. Socolescu (1978b, 1980) proved, by means of the splitting 

method approach, the existence of a solution to the FB problem of the steady two

dimensional motion under gravity of a heavy VI fluid in an open channel of infinite 

length. The bottom of the channel is .rectilinear in neighbourhoods of the infinities up

stream and downstream and has a negative slope. The existence of a weak solution of the 

associated auxiliary problem is proved in Socolescu (1978a) via results from the theory 

of operators of monotone type. Motivated by recent experimental and numerical studies 

of W.G. Pritchard, L.R. Scott and S.J. Tavener, Abergel and Bona (1991) considered a 

similar problem for the case of steady, highly viscous flow over a bottom configuration 

which possesses some localized, non-uniform structure. Via a fixed point argument which 

involves the use of an implicit function tb.oorem and special function _spaces with weighted 

norms, they proved the existence of a solution which decays exponentially rapidly to the 

unperturbed Poisseuille-Nusselt flow away from the local variation in the channel bottom 

profile. 

Most of the studies mentioned above relied on the splitting method approach, which is 

made possible only by the use of the surface tension/curvature condition in modelling 

the behaviour of the FB. Bemelmans (1987, 1988) considered stationary FB problems, 

for example the flow in a drop of VI fluid, in which the FB is not governed by surface 

tension, but by the force of self-attraction or the continuity of the normal stress. He 

obtained existence, uniqueness and regularity results for solutions which are perturbations 

of known static configurations. The basic tool in the proof is a version of the Nash-Moser 
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hard implicit function theorem. 

As a final remark on the literature dealing with stationary FB problems we note that the 

special case of static capillary FB problems (i.e., problems in which the fluid moves like 

a rigid body), liquid bridges, etc. has been treated extensively by Myshkis et al (1987). 

The first study of a general three-dimensional moving FB prqblem for flow governed by 

the Navier-Stokes equations is due to Soloimikov {1977). He considered VI fluid motion 

in a bounded domain, the entire boundary of which is free, under the assumption that the 

capillary forces are negligible (i.e., the surface tension vanishes) so that the FB is governed 

by the continuity of the stress across it. For this situation he proved, for some small time 

interval which depends on the initial data (i.e., the initial velocity field and position of 

the FB), the existence and uniqueness of a solution in Holder spaces. The outline of his 

approach is as follows. First the problem is transformed to Lagrangian coordinates, so 

that the flow domain is fixed in time: it is the initial domain. Then, in what is analytically 

the most difficult part of the proof, estimates are derived for the solution of the linearized 

problem in which the effect of the change of coordinates is ignored. Then the correction 

terms (i.e., the terms arising from the coordinate change) are estimated. Finally, with the 

aid of the method of successive approximations, the existence of a solution is established. 

Beale (1981) considered the motion of a VI fluid, again without surface tension, under 

the influence of gravity in a semi-infinite three-dimensional domain bounded by a fixed 

bottom and moving upper surface, both of which approach horizontal planes at infinity. 

By means of the Lagrangian formulation and a contraction mapping argument he proved 

the small-time existence of a solution in Sobolev spaces for arbitrarily prescribed initial 

data. Moreover, he showed that a solution exists for any given time interval if the initial 

state is sufficiently close to the static situation (when the velocity is zero and the FB 

horizontal). 

For the same problem, with surface tension taken into account, Beale (1984) proved that 

a solution exists for all time, again in a space defined by Sobolev norms, if the initial 

state is close enough to static equilibrium. Allain (1985) proved, for an arbitrary initial 
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velocity field, the small-time existence of a solution if the initial FB configuration is 

sufficiently close to horizontal. Finally, in Allain (1987) this result was derived without 

the restriction on the initial shape of the FB. It would appear that the question of the 

large-time existence of a solution is still an open problem. 

Motivated by the need for quantitative information in practical applications and supported 

by the results of analytical studies, significant progress has been made in the computa

tional study of capillary FB problems for flows governed by the Navier-Stokes equations. 

We shall not attempt to give a detailed account of this. A survey containing several 

examples and references can be found in Cuvelier and Schulkes (1990). The three basic 

numerical methods used for static and stationary problems are the so-called trial method 

(which is the numerical equivalent of the splitting method), a Newton-type method, and 

the total linearization method. An example of the computational study of a moving FB 

problem is that of Cuvelier (1985). He derived existence and uniqueness results for the 

solution of a linearized moving FB problem and its numerical approximation by means of 

a small perturbation approach for situations close to static equilibrium. 

Outline of this work 

From the selection of papers discussed above it is clear that the stationary capillary FB 

problems for VI flows have been studied extensively since the 1970's, both experimentally, 

theoretically and computationally. However, the focus of the mathematical studies have 

been on establishing the existence of classical solutions. As a consequence the results 

invariably require strong assumptions on the smoothness of the data (i.e., the given fixed 

boundaries and the velocity prescribed on it). Since the auxiliary problem can be solved by 

variational methods under very weak regularity conditions of this kind, it would suggest 

that the FB problem as a whole can be solved, albeit only in some weak sense, via a 

purely variational approach in the case of less regular data. This notion is strengthened 

by the work of Beale and Allain mentioned earlier, in which moving FB problems were 

studied completely within the framework of the Sobolev spaces. The aim of this work is to 

investigate the extent to which this strategy can be carried out for certain two-dimensional 
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stationary FB problems. 

In chapter 2 we introduce four standard problems and· formulate the corresponding equa

tions and boundary conditions governing the flow. The mathematical basis of the study 

is established in chapter 3. The auxiliary problem is formulated as a mixed variational 

problem in which the normal stress on the FB and the pressure field appear as Lagrange . 

multipliers. In chapter 4 we derive existence and uniqueness results for this problem. In 

chapter 5 we study the continuous dependence on the position of the FB of the Lagrange. 

multiplier associated with the normal stress. We conclude with a brief discussion of the 

remaining unresolved issues. 
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2 Free Boundary_ Problems for Stationary Viscous 

Incompressible Flows 

In this chapter we describe in detail a number of situations involving the motion of fluid 

in a domain with a partially free boundary. A brief description of the physical setting 

(section 2.1) is followed by the introduction of the governing equations (section 2.2) and 

the formulation of the boundary conditions (section 2.3). 

2.1 Examples of free surface flows 

We shall restrict our attention to problems where variations in one direction are assumed 

to be negligible, so that the fluid motion is two-dimensional. Therefore, the problems can 

be described in terms of plane geometry. 

For the later analysis it is important to have a precise definition of the concept of regularity 

of the boundary of a domain. A comprehensive treatment of this can be found in e.g., 

Grisvard (1985), pp. 4-14. For our purposes the following definition will suffice: 

(2.1) Let n be an open subset of ~2 • We say that its boundary an is of class cm,t (for 

some integer m ~ 0 and 0 < t :5 1) if for every x € an there exists a neighborhood 

0 of x in ~2 and new (local) orthogonal coordinates y = (yi, y2) such that 

(a) 0 is a hypercube in the new coordinates : 0 = {y I -ai <Yi < ai, i = 1, 2} ; 

(b) there exists a cm,t function </> defined in O' = {yi I -a1 < Yt < a2} that satisfies: 

I </>(yi) I :5 a2/2 v Yt € O', n n O' = {y € 0 I Y2 < </>(y1)}' 

ann o = {y € o I Y2 = </>(yi)}. 

We shall say that an is Lipschitz continuous when it is of class C0
•
1

. 
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Here </> is of class cm,t if it belongs to the Holder space cm,t ( O') which is defined as 

follows: 

Let C0 ( O') denote the space of continuous functions defined in 0' and let cm( 0') = 

{ f € C0 ( 0') I J(a) € C0 ( O') \;/ 0 :::;; a: :::;; m}' where J(a) denotes the a:-th derivative of f. 

Let cm(O') = {! € cm(O') I J(a) are bounded and uniformly continuous on 0' \;/ 0 ~a:~ m}. 

Then cm,r ( O') is defined as the subspace of cm ( 0') consisting of those functions J whose 

derivatives J(a) satisfy, for all 0 :::;; a: ~ m, the Holder condition with exponent t : 

There is a constant Ka such that I J(a)(x) - J(a)(y) I ~ Ka I x - y It\:/ x, y € O'. 

cm(O') and cm,t(O') are Banach spaces with the respective norms 

llfllm,0' = 
0

m< a<x {sup I J(a)(x) I}, llfllm,t,0' = llfllm,O' + 
0

m<. a<x {sup IJC<>l(~-=-ti~al(y)I }· 
~a_m x£0' _a_m z,11<0 

x:f:.y 

For further details see, e.g., Adams (1975). D 

Let n be a bounded domain (i.e., open and connected) in ~2 with Lipschitz continuous 

boundary an consisting of three mutually disjoint open manifolds f, E and A such that 

an = f' u E u A, meas(f) > o, meas(E) > o and f' n E = </>. Greater smoothness will be 

assigned to portions of the boundary when the need arises. 

Here n represents the :flow region, i.e., the space occupied by the liquid, f is the a priori 

unknown (or free) part of the boundary, E represents those parts of the boundary where 

the velocity is prescribed, and A represents the remaining parts of the boundary (where 

mixed boundary conditions will be applied, for instance). We shall only consider situations 

in which the :flow is assumed stationary (time-independent or steady). In particular, we 

shall focus on the following set of problems. 

I. Consider the steady motion of a :fluid in the annular space between a solid cylindrical 

surface E rotating with constant angular velocity w and a free boundary f on which the 

pressure is prescribed as a function of the polar angle. The only body force assumed 
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present is gravity, acting in a fixed direction perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the 

cylinder. 

To be precise, let (xi, x2) be the components of x with respect to a cartesian coordinate 

system such that the direction of gravitational acceleration is (0, -1) and let (0, r) be the 

.corresponding polar coordinates, i.e., x1 = rcosfJ, x2 = rsinO, etc. Then we set-~ = 
{x t: ~2 11xI=1} (the unit circle), A=</> and we assume that r has the representation 

r = {x t: ~2 Ir= J (O), o ::; o ::; 21r }, where J : ~ -+ ~ is an a priori unknown 21r -

periodic function such that 0 < r0 ::; f ( fJ) < r 1 < 1 V 0 t: ~' for chosen constants r 0 and 

r1. As in Figure 1, n = {x € ~2 I f(O) < r < 1, 0 < () ::; 21r }. 

I 

I 
I 

\ 
1 

Figure 1. The cylinder problem 

II. Here we consider the motion of fluid filling an unbounded curvilinear channel f2', 

the upper boundary f' of which is free, while the bottom ~' represents a solid wall with 

p·eriodically varying shape on which there are periodically distributed regions of fluid 

ingress and egress. It is assumed that the mentioned periods coincide (and equal 1), that 
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the total intensity of the sinks and sources is zero, and that gravity is present. 

For simplicity we assume that E' is of the form E' = {x € ~2 I x2 = b(xi), Xi€~}, with 

· b : ~ ~ ~ a given function such that b(x + 1) .= b(x) 'V x € ~' f~ b(x)dx = -d and . 

b(x) $ b' - d 'V x € ~ (e.g., b(x) = -d), for given constants 0 < b' < d. Moreover, we 

assume that r' can be given the representation r' = {x € ~2 I X2 = f(xi), Xi €~},where 

f : ~ ~ ~ is a (as yet unknown) function such that I f(x) I < b 'V x € ~' for a given 

0 < b < d - .b'. Thus n' = {x € ~2 I b(xi) < X2 < J(xi), Xi € ~}. 

Since the data (E' and its distribution of sinks and sources) is 1-periodic in Xi we can 

assume that the flow (and hence !) is too. Therefore the problem can be reduced to 

one on a bounded domain. Let <I> = {x € ~2 I 0 < X1 < 1} and definer = <I> n r'' E = 

<I> n E', n =<I> n n' and A= Ao u Ai where Ax= {x € ~2 I Xi= x, b(x) < X2 < f(x)}. 

See Figure 2. 

I b 

Xi 

-6 

n' Ao A1 Jg 

b--'d 

Figure 2. The periodic channel problem 
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Problems I and II were first studied (for the case of zero gravity) by Pukhnachov ( 1972a). 

They have the important feature that the free surface of the liquid does not intersect the 

surface of the container or the body over which the liquid' flows. Furthermore, the flows 

are both periodic in some sense. 

III. The extrusion of a viscous incompressible jet from a die (or nozzle) into an inviscid 

fluid constitutes one of the best known free boundary problems. It is referred to as the . 

die-swell problem since it is observed that fat downstream the height of the extrudate 

is different from that of the die. We shall assume the conventional geometry for the 

problem, i.e., we impose a priori the condition that the free surface should separate from 

the boundary at a specified point, such as a sharp lip (cf. Kruyt et al (1988) or Cuvelier 

and Schulkes (1990)). (Note however that the experiments of Jean and Pritchard (1980) 

indicate that this is in general not a valid assumption.) Moreover, it is assumed that there 

are no external forces. 

The situation is as in Figure 3. In the absence of body forces we can assume that the flow 

is symmetric with respect to the x1 - axis and thus restrict the analysis to the half-plane 

{x € ~2 1 X2 ~ O}. The free surface is represented by r = {x € ~2 
I X2 = J(xi), 0 < X1 < 1}, 

where the (unknown) function f must be such that f(O) = b (separation at A) and 

f'(l) = 0 (vanishing slope at B). Furthermore, E = {x f ~2 I x1 =-a, 0 < x2 < b} (with 

a, b > 0 given constants) is. the inlet, Aw = {x t: ~2 I -a< x 1 < 0, x2 = b} is the wet 

part of the wall, Aa = { x t: ~2 I -a < x1 < 1, x2 = 0} represents the symmetry line, 

Ao = {x € ~2 I X1 = 1, 0 < X2 < f(l)} is the outlet, and n is the bounded domain with 

boundary an = f' u f; u A where A = Aw U Aa U Ao. 
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D 
-a 0 

A 
I 

n 

inviscid fluid 

A,, 

symmetry a.xis 

Figure 3. The die-swell problem 

B 

c 
1 

IV. A problem of special interest concerns the behaviour of fluids partially filling an 

open container in a low-gravity environment, where capillary free boundaries must be 

taken into account. The steady motion is due to sinks and sources of total intensity zero 

distributed over a portion of the container wall. This problem (under varying geometric 

conditions) has attracted a significant amount of research (cf., e.g., Solonnikov (1980, 

1982), Jean (1980), Pukhnachov (1982), Cuvelier and Schulkes (1990)). 

Consider a container A' consisting in part of two parallel rectilinear walls, say A~ = 

{x E ~2 I x1 = 0, x 2 )> -h} and A~ = {x f ~2 1x1 =1, x 2 > -h} for some h > 0, the 

lower endpoints of which are connected by a curve Al satisfying the condition x 2 ~ 

-.h V x f A;~ It is assumed that the free boundary f' has a single point in common 

with each of A~ and A~ and does not intersect A' at any other point. Moreover, it is as-
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sumed that f is of the form f = {x f ~2 1 X2 = f(x1), 0 < X1 < 1}, where the (unknown) 

function f: (0, 1]--+ ~is such that I f(x) I ~ 8 < h V x f (0, 1] for a given 8 > 0. 

As before, E denotes those parts of the boundary where the flow is prescribed and A 

represents the remainder of the wet part of the container wall. We assume that E C A; 

and that the vessel is tilted in such a way that the angle between the negative xraxis 

and the direction of gravity equals 80 • Define Ao= An A~, A1 =An A~ and A1 =An A;. 

The domain fl is as in Figure 4. 

A' 
0 

0 
1 X1 

~g -8 A1 Ao 

-h 

n 

Figure 4. The container problem 

Figure 5 illustrates an example considered by Jean (1980). The fluid is forced through a 

slot at one end of a finite channel, flows down the channel, and is drawn off through a 

second slot. Here E = Ei U E0 and A1 = A2 U J\3 U J\4. 
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r 

1 

Figure 5. An example of the container problem 

In each of the situations I - IV, the problem is to find the position of the free surface 

and corresponding velocity and pressure fields which satisfy the equations of motion and 

boundary conditions (to be given in sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively). 

Note that the regularity requirements imposed on an imply corresponding smoothness 

conditions for the functions f (and b) appearing in problems I - IV. In the problem 

descriptions above we have tacitly assumed that these conditions are satisfied. 

It is instructive to compare the hydrodynamical free surface problems with the so-called 

Signorini problem in the theory of elasticity .. Here one considers the unilateral contact of 

a body f! of linearly elastic material with a rigid frictionless foundation _F. The body is 

subjected to surface tractions applied to a portion A of its boundary an as well as body 

forces. The body is fixed along a portion E of its boundary and we denote by r a portion 
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of the body which is a candidate contact surface, i.e., the actual surface which comes in 

contact with Fis not known in advance but is contained in r. See Figure 6. 

-- - -- - - - - -
n 

A 

- -

![l r-
- -

Figure 6. The Signorini problem 

With these definitions, the general geometric constraints given at the beginning of this 

section are precisely those (for either two - or three dimensional models)' under which the 

well-posedness of the Signorini problem (for the case of isotropic incompressible material) 

can be proved (cf. Kikuchi and Oden (1988), chapter 7). It will be seen later'that the 

link between the two classes of problems is not merely geometrical but also analytical. 

2.2 Equations of motion 

We assume that the fluid is isotropic, homogeneous, incompressible, viscous and New

tonian. Moreover, we have assumed that the flow is two-dimensional, stationary and 

isothermal. Under these assumptions the governing equations of the problem, which are 

the equations for conservation of momentum and mass and the constitutive equation, 
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reduce to the well-known Navier-Stokes (NS) equations for an incompressible fluid: 

(momentum equations), 

(2.3) Ui,i = 0 (incompressibility condition), 

whereTi;(u,P) = -P8i;+2µDi;(u) and Di;(u) = !(ui,;+u;,i), 1:5i,j:52 (constitutive 

equation). 

Here u = ( u17 u2 ) denotes the velocity of the fluid, P is its pressure, T = [Ti;] is the stress 

tensor and F = (Fi, F2 ) represents the external forces. The positive constants p andµ are 

the density and viscosity of the fluid, respectively. Moreover, (·),k denotes ~' k = 1; 2, 

and the usual summation convention is used, i.e., when an index, say i, appears twice in 

a single term, then the symbol E~=t will be understood to precede it. 

When (2.3) holds, we have the identity 

(2.4) 2Di;(u),; = Ui,jj + Uj,ij = Ui,jj + (u;,;),i = Ui,jj, i = 1, 2. 

Set p = Pf p, 11 = µ/ p and /i = Fi/ p, i = 1, 2. Here, p is the kinematic pressure, 11 is 

the kinematic viscosity and f = (Ji, / 2 ) represents a density of body forces per unit mass. 

Using these definitions and (2.4), the NS equations become 

(2.5) UjUi,j - l/Ui,jj + p, i = fi, i = 1, 2, 

(2.6) Ui,i = 0. 

In order to illuminate the relative effect of the viscosity, density, domain size, etc., we 

now derive a nondimensional form of the NS equations. For a given problem, let L be 

a characteristic (reference) length and U a characteristic velocity. Then T = L/U is a 

characteristic time. Define dimensionless variables by 
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(2.7) x* = x/ L, t* = t/T, u*(x*) = u(x)/U, p*(x*) = p(x)/U2 and f*(x*) = Lf(x)/U2
• 

The Reynolds number is the dimensionless constant Re = LU /v. With this change of 

variables the NS equations assume the form 

(2 8) * * S* - f,* . - 1 2 . . uiui,j - ij,j - i ' z - ' ' 

(2.9) u! · = 0 
t,t ' 

where Sij(u*,p*) = -p*bii + ~Dii(u*), Dij(u*) = !(uiJ + uj,i) and the differentiation is 

with respect to x*. 

Henceforth we shall work exclusively with this form of the NS equations and denote the 

dimensionless variables without asterisks. (Note that this notation was already used in 

the previous section. The domain n, free boundary r, etc. introduced there, represent 

configurations in the x* - plane. This explains the presence of a line segment of ( dimen-
( 

sionless) length 1 in each of Figures 'l - 5; these segments correspond to ones of length L 
-

in the x - plane. The functions J, used for representing r, are defined by 

f(fJ) = f(fJ)/L, 0 ~ fJ ~ 271", 

in the case of the cylinder problem and by 

in the case of the other problems, where J represents the "real" free surface (in the x -

plane).) 

If the velocity is sufficiently small so that the nonlinear term in (2.8) may be ignored, we 

obtain the (dimensionless) Stokes equations : 

(2.10) -Si;,; = Ji, i = 1, 2, 
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, (2.11) Ui,i = 0, 

where Sij(u,p) is defined as in (2.8). 

2.3 Boundary conditions 

The following boundary conditions· (given in dimensionless form) apply to problems I -

IV. 

(2:12) u = u0 on E (prescribed velocity). 

Here u0 = ( u0 i, u02 ) is a given v:ector function representing the flow across :E. Apart 

from regularity require~ents (given in the next chapter), u0 must satisfy the following 

conditions (listed with the numbers of the relevant problems): 

I. u0 (x) = (-x2, x1), x € E (velocity of rotating cylinder ; thus (2.12) is simply a 

no-slip condition); 

II. u0 (x1 + 1, x2) = u0 (x), x € E' (periodicity in x1 ); 

II, IV. JI; u0 · n ds = 0 (zero total effect of sinks and sources); 

III, IV. u0 must be compatible with the boundary conditions applied at the sections of 

an adjoining E. 

For the container problem it is usually assumed that 

(2.13a) u = 0 on A (no-slip condition). 

However, it will be shown that well-posed. boundary value problems can be formulated by 

using the boundary condition 

on A (slip condition) 

on A (tangential stress condition) 
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or a combination of (2.13a) and (2.13b) applied to separate portions of A. Here, and 

elsewhere, n = (nti n2 ) and t = (tti t 2 ) denote the outward unit normal and tangential 

vectors to an, respectively. The orientation of t is taken to be clockwise. 

In the case of the die-swell problem, the condition of symmetry with respect to the x1 - · 

axis is expressed by (2.13b) on A3 • At Aw it is again possible to choose between (2.13a) 

and (2.13b). (Note that whenever (2.13a) is applied, it is natural to incorporate it into 

(2.12) by relabelling the relevant portion of A as part of E and setting u0 = 0 there.) At 

A
0 

it is supposed that the flow is parallel to the x 1 - axis and that there is no diffusive 

outflow of momentum: 

on A
0 

(kinematic co.ndition) 

on A0 (normal stress condition). 

Observe that the use of boundary conditions on Ao and A1 in the channel problem is 

avoided by requiring u to be periodic (in x1 ) in O'. 

In stationary situations the free boundary is a streamline: 

(~.14) Uini = 0 on f (kinematic condition). 

Moreover, a balance of forces must be fulfilled on the free boundary : 

(2.15) Si;n;ti = 0 on r (tangential stress condition), 

(2.16) h = (Re.Oh)2(Si;n;ni +Pa) (normal stress condition) on r. 

Here h is the curvature operator, Pa is the pressure of the surrounding atmosphere (or 

inviscid fluid) and Oh = µ/VfiiiL is the Ohnesorge number, with u the coefficient of 

surface tension. The curvature operator assumes the form 

1 
R 

f 2 + 2({)2 
- f !" 

(!2 + (f')2)l 
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in the cylinder problem, and in the other problems it becomes 

1 [ J' ] ' f 11 ( d ) 
R = (1 + (!')2)~ = (1 + (!')2)~ / = dx 1 • 

Since the position of the free boundary r (equivalently, !) is determined by the solution 

of a second-order ordinary differential equation (see (2.16)), two boundary conditions for 

the position of r are necessary. For problems I - IV these conditions are : 

(2.17) I. f(O + 27r) = f(O) \:/ (} l ~(hence, f(O) = f(27r) and /'(O) = /'(27r)); 

II. f(x + 1) = f(x) \:/ x l ~(periodicity condition); 

III. f(O) = b (fixed seperation point), /'(1) = 0 (vanishing slope at outflow); 

IV. j'(O) = -c, j'(l) = c (contact angle condition}. 

In the case of problems I, II and IV, f is determined only up to an additive constant 

by (2.16) and (2.17). To fix the position of r uniquely, the volume of the liquid in the 

container is prescribed: 

(2.18) meas(!1) = fo dx 1dx2 = Vol (volume constraint). 

We can now formulate (for each of the settings I - IV) the free boundary problem: 

(FBP) Determiner (or!), u and p such that equations (2.8) and (2.9) (or (2.10) and 

(2.11)) hold in n and the boundary conditions (2.12) - (2.18) are satisfied. 

Note that the number of boundary conditions at the free boundary (see (2.14) - (2.16)) 

is equal to three instead of two, which would be the case for a fixed domain problem. 

The extra boundary condition is necessary since the position of the free boundary is an 

additional unknown. It is precisely this property of (FBP) on which the so-called splitting 

method hinges: 
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(a) By treating the position of r as a given (but arbitrary) entity and ignoring one 

of the boundary conditions at r, namely ( 2.16), one obtains a well-posed (uniquely 

solvable) boundary value problem in u and p. This establishes a mapping of the 

form r-+ (u,p). 

(b) Using the properties of this map, one proves that (2.16) has a unique solution. 

Calculation of the corresponding pair (u,p) then solves (FBP) (cf. Pukhnachov 

(1972a, 1972b, 1975), Socolescu (1978a, 1978b), Solonnikov (1980), Jean (1980)). 

Our aim is to investigate the degree to which this strategy 'can be pursued successfully by 

using purely variational (weak) methods. We begin by studying step (a). For every fixed 

r (or !) satisfying the regularity requirements and conditions (2.17) - (2.18), we set the 

·corresponding auxiliary problem: 

(Aux) Determine u and p such that the equations (2.8) and (2.9) (alternatively, (2.10) 

and (2.11)) hold in n and boundary conditions (2.12) - (2.15) are satisfied. 

In the next chapter the function spaces from which u and pare to be found, and the sense 

in which the equations and boundary conditions of (Aux) are meant to be satisfied, will 

be made precise. 
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3 Variational Form of the Fixed Domain Problem 

In order to establish existence results for problem (Aux) it is necessary to specify in an 

exact manner the degree of smoothness required from the data and (possible) solutions. 

This will be done by introducing suitable classes of admissible_ functions and deriving 

properties of the corresponding classes of boundary values (section 3.1). Then a general 

Green's formula will be derived (section 3.2) by means of which a variational (or_, weak) 

form of (Aux) is obtained (section 3.3). The approach followed in this chapter is essentially 

the same as that of Kikuchi and Oden (1988), pp. 83-93. 

3.1 Trace theorems 

Let n be a bounded open subset ·of ~2 with a Lipschitz continuous boundary an. The 

spac~ L2(n) of (equivalence classes of) Lebesgue - square integrable functions is a Hilbert 

space with inner product and norm defined by 

(3.1) (u, v)o, o f0 uv dx, llullo,o = J(u,u)o,O· 

For integer m ~ 0 the Sobolev space defined by 

is a Hilbert space with inner produet and norm defined by 

(3.3) (u,v)m,O = ~ (Dau, Dav)0, 0 , llullm,O - V(u,u)m,O· 
lal~m 

Here a = ( ai, a2) and !al - a1 + a2 

distributional derivative 
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--- ---------------------------------

(We shall not give a comprehensive treatment of the Sobolev spaces here. Details can 

be found in references like Lions and Magenes (1972), Adams (1975) or Grisvard (1985). 

The basic idea is the following: 

Let C0 (!1) denote the linear space of infinitely differentiable functions defined on !1 with 

compact support in !1. The space V(!1) of test functions is defined as C0 (!1) equipped 

with the standard locally convex topology. 

' 

The space V' (!1) of distributions on !1 is defined as the topological dual of V(!1) and is 

provided with the strong dual topology (cf. Lions and Mageries (1972), p.2, and Oden 

and Carey (1983), p.9). 

Let < ·, · > denote the duality paining between V' (!1) and V(!1). If u f V' (!1), its 

derivative vau is defined by 

If u f v' (!1) and there exists a function ft f 1 2(!1) such that< u, </> > = In ft</> dx \:/ </> f V(!1), 

then we identify u with ft and write-u f 1 2(!1). The definition of Hm(n) and its inner 

product is to be understood in this sense.) 

We shall mainly be interested in the space of vector-valued functions v with components 

vi in H1 (!1) : 

H1 (!1)2 = {v =(vi, v2) I vi f H 1(!1), i = 1, 2} 

= {v = (vi,v2) I Vi f 1 2(!1), Vi,; f 1 2(!1), .i,j = 1,2}, 

(u, vh,n = (ui,vih,n = (ui,vi)o,n + (ui,j,Vi,;)o,n, etc. 

For the treatment of boundary conditions a precise meaning must be assigned to the 

"boundary values" of the functions vi in H 1 (!1). We begin with the following definition: 
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(3.4) Let I be an open subset of ?R. Then we denote by H!(I) the sp~ce of all distributions 

u defined in I such that : 

u f L2(/) and J. J. lu(x)-u(y)l
2 
dxdy < +oo. 

9 9 lx-yl2 

Since an is assumed to be Lipschitz continuous, it follows from definition (2.1) that we 

can view an locally as a 1-dimensional submanifold of ?R2 by means of the mapping 

~(yi) = (yi, <f>(yi)) from 0' onto an n 0. We set the following definition : 

(3.5) A distribution u on an belongs to L2(an) (respectively nt(an)) if u ·~belongs to 

£ 2(0' n ~-1 can n O)) (respectively nt(o n ~-1 can n 0)), as defined in (3.4)) for 

all possible 0 and</> fulfilling the assumptions in definition (2.1). 

Since n is bounded (so that there exists an atlas {(Oi, ~i)}:,1 of an such that each 

pair (Oi, ~i) satisfies the hypotheses of definition (2.1)), L2(an) and nt(an) are Hilbert 

. spaces with inner products and norms defined by 

(3.6) (u, v)o,an = Ianuv ds, llullo,an = .j(u,u)o,an, 

(3.7) (u, v)t.an = (u, v)o, an+ Ian Ian [u(x)-ul~~~~f1~)-v(y)J ds(x) ds(y), 

llull1 an.= .j(u,u)l an' 2, 2, 

respectively, where ds denotes the arc length along an. 0 

The importance of Ht(an) is due to the classical trace theorem for H1(n): 

Proposition 3.1 Let n be a bounded open subset of ?R2 with a Lipschitz continuous 

boundary an. The operator / defined by 

(3.8) 1(v) = v Ian, v f C1(0), 
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has a unique extension/ t: .C(H1(n),H!(8n)), which is surjective. This operator has a 

continuous linear right inverse. 

Proof See, e.g., Lions and Magenes (1972), p. 39. D 

In (3.5) - (3.8), an may be replaced by any open subset r of an. We shall denote the 

corresponding trace operator by /r. 

Let n be as above. Suppose that an = f' U 'E where r and :E are non-empty disjoint 

open subsets of an. The spaces defined in (3.5) are sometimes inappropriate for dealing 

with problems with mixed boundary conditions (e.g., problems III and IV). For instance, 

if u t: Ht(r) and u is the extension by zero of u to :E, then in general u is not the trace 

of a function in H 1(n), i.e., u f Ht(an). This difficulty is overcome by restricting u to a 

special subspace of Ht(r) which is defined as follows (cf. Lions and Magenes (1972), pp. 

57, 66) : 

(3.9) Let a function of p be defined on f' such that pis sufficiently smooth, positive on r 
and vanishes on the boundary ar of r at a rate 

p(x) 
r = lim ( a ) =f:. 0, Xo t: 8f. 

x-xo dist x, r 

Then H&(r) = { u t: Ht(r) Ip-Lu t: L2(f)} is a Hilbert space with inner product and 

norm defined by 

J(u, u)oo,r· D 

Let U denote the closed subspace of H 1(n) given by U = {u t: H1(n) I 1E(u) = O}. Let 

I~ be the restriction of the trace operator /r : H 1(n) -4 Ht(r) to U. Then we have the 

following trace theorem : 

Proposition 3.2 Let I~ : U -4 Ht (f) be the operator defined above. Then /~ maps U 
1 1 

onto H~(r) and/~ t: .C(U, H~(f)). This map has a continuous linear right inverse. 
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1 

It is not difficult to show that the norm llulloo,r on H&(r) is equivalent to 

llull1 80 , where u denotes the extension by zero of u to an. In fact, the natural definition 
2. . 

1 . ' 

of H&,(r) and its norm is the one given in Grisvard (1985), pp. 18-19: 

Th.is corresponds to the choice 

p(x)-1 = 2 r ds(y) 
lan\r llx - Yll 2 

in (3.9). 

. 1 

This implies that I~ maps U into and onto H&(r) {cf. Corollary 1.4.4.10 in Grisvard 

(1985)). The remaining statements follow immediately from Propoi;ition 3.1. D 

Suppose that an = f' u f: u A with r, E and A non-empty, disjoint , open and 

connected, f' n f: ={A} and f' n A= {B}. Let U' = {u t: H 1(n) I 1E(u) = O}. 

A 

In this situation the spaces Ht (f) and H&(r) are both inappropriate for characterizing 

the traces on r of functions in U'. We need a space "intermediate" to them : 

(3.10) Let PA be a function defined on f' with properties identical to those of the function 

pin (3.9), but with ar replaced by {A} and PA appr~aching, say, 1 at B. 
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Then nl(r) = { u f nt(r) I p~t.u f L2(r)} is a Hilbert space with inner product 

and norm defined as in (3.9) with p replaced by PA· 

It follows from arguments identical to those in the·proof of Proposition 3.2 that Ir maps 
1 1 

U' onto H1 (f) and 1t t .C(U', H1 (f)) where 1t is the restriction of /r to. U'. 

Definitions and results analogous to these apply to vector-valued functions v in H 1 (n)2 

and their boundary values. In order to deal with the boundary conditions of problems 

I - IV it is necessary to decompos~ the traces 1(v) in nt(an)2 of such functions into 

well-defined normal and tangential components. The following theorem shows that this 

can be done when the boundary an is sufficiently smooth. 

Proposition 3.3 Let n be a bounded open subset of ~2 with a Lipschitz continuous 

boundary an. Let r be an open subset of an of class C1•a, a> !· 

(a) Then every w f nt(r)2 has a unique decomposition w = Wnll + Wtt with 

Wn, Wt f nt(r). The map (wi, w2) -+ (wn, Wt) is an isomorphism form nt(r)2 

onto itself. 

(b) There exist uniquely determined operators /rn, /rt t .C(H1(n)2,Ht(r)) such that 

1r(v) = 'Yrn(v)n + /rt(v)t v v f H 1(n)2 and 

/rn(v) = v Ir ·n, /rt(v) = v Ir ·t V v t C1(fi)2. 

Furthermore, the map brn, /rt) : H 1(n)2 -+ nt(r)2 is surjective and has a con-

tinuous linear fight inverse. 

(c) Results analogous to those in (a) and (b) apply when H 1(n), nt(r) and /r are 
! 0 I ! A 

replaces by U, H&(r) and /r, or U , Hl (f) and /r. 

Proof (a) By using the system of local charts of r it can be shown that the outward unit 

vector n = (n 11 n 2 ) exists everywhere on r and ni t C0·a(f'), i = 1, 2. Sinre a > !, it 

follows (cf. Theorem 1.4.1.1 in Grisvard (1985)) that , for every v t nt(r), vni t nt(r) 

and there exists a constant K = K(n) such that llvnill1r ~ K.llvll1r, i = 1,2. 
2t . 2' 
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' 1 1 1 
Thus, for w f. H2(f)2, Wn = w;n; f. H2(f) and Wt = w;t; f. H2(f) where t = (n2 , -n1). 

His easy to show that w = Wnn + Wtt and that this decomposition is unique. Moreover, 

the map w -+ (wn, wt) is linear, continuous (by the inequalities above), injective and 

surjective (by the same argument as above). 

(b) This follows directly from Proposition 3.1 and (a). 
! ' 1 ' 1 

(c) If v f. H&,(f) then v f. H2(f) and thus vni f. H2{f), i = 1, 2, as in the proof of (a). 
1 

Since fr(vni) 2/p ds ~ fr(v.1) 2/p ds < oo, llvnilloo,r < oo and thus vni f. H&(r), i = 1,2. 

Using this fact, the analogue of (a) is proved as, above. The analogue of (b) then follows 
1 

from Proposition 3.2. The proof is identical for Hl (f). D 

For problems I - IV we shall henceforth assume that f and the other portions of an on 

which Neumann boundary conditions are applied are (separately) of class C1·1. 

The space of admissible flows is defined as the subspace of H 1{fl)2 consisting of the 

velocity fields v satisfying the Dirichlet boundary conditions specified at A and E (with 

u0 replaced by 0) for u in (Aux). Hence, for the respective problems, we define: 

(3.11) I. Vi = {v f. H1(fl)2 I ')'I:(v) = O}; 

II. V2 = {v f. H1{n)2 I v = v' lo, v' f. H1 (~' n n')2, 

v'(x1 + l,
1

x2) = v'(x) for a.e. x f. n, 1dv) = o} 
where~' = {x f. ~2 I 0 < X1 < 2}; 

III. VJ = { V f. H' {fl)2 I II: u Aw{v) = O, IA.n{v) = 0, IA0 t{v) = 0 }; 

IV. V4 = {v f. H'(fl)2 I II:uA(v) = o}. 

In the case of a slip condition at Aw, the first constraint in Va is replaced by II:(v) = 

0, IAwn(v) = 0. The same idea applies to \14. The periodicity condition on v in 

V2 (i.e. v;,j f. L2 (~' n n'), i,j = 1,2) is equivalent to the "intrinsic" condition1Ao(v)(x2) = 

')'A
1 
(v){x2) for a.e. x2• (This follows easily from the definition of the distribution v;J f. V( ~' n 

n').) 
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For i = 1, ... , 4, V; is a closed subspace of H 1(0) 2 and therefore a Hilbert space with the 

norm II. lli,o. (Let lo denote the trace map from H1 (f2)2 onto nt(of2)2 • Then there 

exists an operator Ti f .C(H!(of1.)2,,X, where Xis a space of (restrictions of) traces, such 

that V; = ker(Ti · 10 ), as can easily be seen from the definition of V;. Thus V; is the 

kernel of a bounded linear operator defined on H 1 ( f2 )2 • (For V2 we replace H 1 ( f2 )2 and 

H!(of1.) 2 by the corresponding subspaces of 1- periodic elements, which are closed, in 

this argument.)) 

Since meas(:E) > 0, an equivalent norm on V; is given by Iv Ii = .j(vk.;, vk,;)o,o 

(cf. Lemma 3.1 in Girault and Raviart (1986)). 

Moreover, for i = 1, ... , 4, the set 1o(lii) of traces of admissible flows is a closed subspace 

of H!(of1.) 2 and therefore a Hilbert space. (Let w = 1o(v). Then v f V; = ker(Ti ·lo) 

iff w f ker Ji. Since lo is surjective, lo(lii) = ker Ti.) 

We shall now define, for i = 1, ... , 4, a Hilbert space Zi, which is isomorphic to 1o(lii) and 

represents the nonzero (or unprescribed) parts of the traces in 10 (V;), and a corresponding 

surjective trace operator Ii f .C(V;, Zi) : 

(3.12) I. 

II. 

Z1 = H!(r) x H!(r), 11 = brn, lrt)i 
1 1 

Z2 = Hl (r) x Hl (r), 12 = (l"fn, ltt) 
! { 1 I I I 1 I whereH{(f)= vtH2(I')lv=v r,v tH2(~ I '( n r ), v xi + 1, x2) = 

v' (x) f~r a.e. x tr} and 1 1 denotes the restriction of I to Vi; 
1 

Ill. Za = H&i(r) X YJ, 13 = ( l~n' l~t' IAon' 1f,t) 
1 1 

where Y3 is the subspace of Hl (I') x H!(A 0 ) x H'};(As) consisting of 
! I I 

elements( u, v, w) such that at HCfo(I' )2
, r = r U A0 U As, if a is defined by 

ut on r 
a= vn on A0 

wt on As; 
1 1 

IV. Z4 = HJi(r) x HJi(r), 14 = ('Y~n' l~t)· 
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The condition llalloo,r', < +oo in (3.12 III) is equivalent to II all t.r' < +oo and can be 

expressed as compatibility conditions to th effect that "ut = vn at B" and "vn = wt at 

C". Similarly, the periodicity condition llv'll t.~' n r' < +oo in (3.12 11) is equivalent to a 

condition of the form "v(O) = v(l)". The precise formulation can be found in Theorem 

1.5.2.3 (c) of Grisvard (1985). One consequence ~f this is that }'3 cannot be expressed 

in the form H1 x H2 x H3 , the significance of which will become clear in the next 

section. Note that in each case we have been able to isolate the space corresponding to /rn· 

However, if a slip condition is applied to Aw in problem III, or Ao and/or A1 in problem 

IV, this is not possible due to the appearance of additional compatibility conditions. 

It is easily verified that the spaces z, and operators "'ti do have the stated properties; eg., 

the completeness of Z3 follows from that of 1o(V3). 

3.2 Green's formulas 

In this section a general Green's formula is derived from which the well-known Green's 

formula involving the Laplace operator and Sobolev spaces is obtained. This result has 

been established by numerous authors (cf., eg., Baiocchi and Capelo (1984) or Grisvard 

(1985)) but we shall follow a more general approach, as given in Kikuchi and Oden (1988), 

which permits a less technical proof. 

Let 1J, V, H, Z and S be linear spaces such that 

(3.13) V, H, Zand Sare Hilbert spaces with topological duals V', H', Z' and S', 

V is contained in H with a finer topology, 

H is a pivot space, i.e., H is identified with its dual, 

1J is a topological space contained in V and dense in H. 

Let V0 denote the closure of 1J in V. Then we have the inclusions 
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d d v c Vo c v c H _ n' c v' c v~ 
I I t_ I 

d 
where C denotes the inclusion is dense. 

Let A be a continuous linear operator from V into S and let Ao be its restriction to Vo : 

(3.14) A f .C(V, S), Ao f £(Vo,· S) and Aov =Av 'Vv f Vo. 

Denote the duality pairings on S' x S, V
1 x V and H

1 

x H by[·,·], < ·,·>and(·,·), 

respectively. Then the transpose of A is the operator A* f .C(S', V') defined by 

(3.15) < A*r, v > = [r, Av] 'VT f s' and 'V v f v. 

Similarly, the transpose· A0 f .C(S', V~) of Ao is defined by 

(3.16) < Aijr, v > = [r, Aov] 'VT f s' and 'V v f Vo. 

Finally, we define the space T and its inner product by 

(3.17) T = {r f s' I AQr f H'} and 

(3.18) ((r,u)) = (r,u)s' + (AQr,AQO')H'· 

Here(·, ·)s• and(-, ·)H' are the inner products on S
1 

and H
1 

induced by the Riesz isomor

phisms is : S -+ S' and JH : H -+ H
1

, respectively. 

Lemma 3.1 Tis a Hilbert space with the inner product((·,·)) and A0 is a well-defined 

continuous linear map from T into H
1

• 

Proof By definition, T f T iff AQr f V~ can be extended as an element of H
1

, i.e., iff 

there exists a q f H' such that < A0r, v > = (q, v) 'V v f V0 • Suppose that q, q
1 

f H' 

with (q,v) = (q
1

,v) 'V v f V0 • Since V0 is dense in H, there exists a sequence (vn) in 
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Vo which converges to jJ/(q - q') in H. A simple argument shows that this implies that 

q = q'. Hence, for every T t T, A0r t H' is uniquely determined; i.e., A0 t L(T, H') is 

well-defined. 

It follows easily from the linearity of AO and the fact that s' and H' are inner product 

spaces with (.' . )s• and (.' . ) H' that T is a linear space and that ( (.' . )) is an inner product 

on it. 

AO t C(T, H') because llA0rll~· < llrll~· + llAOrll~· - llrll} Vr t T.. It remains to 

show that T is complete. 

The graphs of A0 and -A0 are defined by 

G(A0) = {(r,h) tS
1 

x H
1 I AQr = h} and 

G(Ao) = {(s, v) t S x HI -A0 v = s}, respectively. 

Note that T is restricted to T and v to V0 in these. definitions. Duality pairing on 

(S x H)' x (S x H) = (S' x H') x (S x H) is characterized by the bilinear form 

[r, s] + (h, v). We shall now show that G(A0) = G(Ao)a where 

G(Ao)a = {(r,h) ts' x H
1 I [r,s] + (h,v) = 0 \;/ (s,v) t G(Ao)} 

is the so-called annihilator of G(Ao). 

Let (r,h) t G(Ao)a. For every v t Vo,(-A0v,v) t G(Ao) atidthus 0 = [r,-Aov] + 
(h,v) = - < A0r,v > + (h,v). This implies that A0r = h and so (r,h) t G(A0). 

Conversely, let (r, h) t G(A0). For every (s, v) t G(Ao), v t Vo and -A0 v = s, so that 

[r, s] + (h, v) = [r, -A0 v] + (A0r, v) = - < A0r, v > + < AOr, v > = 0. Thus 

(r,h) t G(Ao)a. 
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Therefore G(~) = G(Ao)a, which ~s easily proved to be a closed subspace of S' x H'. 

Hence G(~) = {(r,A;)r) IT ET} is COf!Iplete with respect to' the s' x H' -norm, which 

means that Tis complete under the norm induced by.((·,·)). D 

Lemma 3.2 Let/ E .C(V, Z) be a surjective map from a Hilbert space V onto a Hilbert 

space Z. Denote ker1 ( = { v E V I /V = 0}) by Vo. Then there exists a right inverse 1 

8 E .C(Z, V) of/ (i.e~, /·Eis the identity m(l.p form Z onto itself). For every such 8, 8 ·I 

is a projection (i.e,., 8 · / E .C(V, V) and (8·1) 2 =8·1) with ker(8·1) =Vo. Moreover, its 

transpose, •. 8* is a projection of v onto Yoa = {g .E V
1 I < g, v > = 0 \:/ v E Vo}. 

Sketch of Proof. The existence of a right inverse 8 can be deduced from the fact 

that, for any v0 E Vo, the map / : v0 + Yo.l -+ Z is a continuous linear bijection, where 

Yo.l = { v E V I ( u, v )v = 0 \:/ u E Vo} is the orthogonal complement of V0 • The continuity 

of 8 follows from the Open Mapping theorem. 

The remaining statements can be proved by elementary arguments using the definition of 

a transpose and the properties of/, 8, etc.. D 

We can now establish the following result, which is the main step in deriving a variational 

formulation of (Aux). With the notation as before, we have: 

Theorem 3.2 Suppose that / E .C(V, Z) is a surjective map from V onto Z such that 

Vo = ker1. Then there exists a uniquely determined operator 7r E .C(T, Z
1

) such that the 

abstract Green's formula 

(3.19) [r, Av] - < A0r, v > = ~ 7rT, /V ~ 

holds\:/ TE T and\:/ v Ev, where~·,.~ denotes the duality pairing on z' x z. 

Proof (Kikuchi and Oden (1988)). By Lemma 3.2 there exists a right 'inverse 8 t .C(Z, V) 

of I such that , •. 8* is a projection of V
1 

onto Vaa = {g E V
1 I < g, v > = 0 \:/v E Vo}. 

Let j E .C(V, H) be the imbedding map and j· E .C(H
1

' V
1

) its transpose, i.e., 
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<j*h,v>= (h,jv) Vhf.H
1 

and Vvf.V. 

Then (A• - j* · A0)r f. Vt for every · 'r f. T : 

Let r f. T. Then, for every v f. Vo, 

< (A* - j*. A0)r,v > 

[r,Av] - (A0r,jv) 

< A*r,v > - < j*AQr,v > 

< A0r,v > - < AQr,v > 

0. 

(by definition of A* and j*) 

(by definition of A0; v f Vo) 

Let 1r denote the operator 1r = 8* ·(A* - j* · AQ). Then 1r f C(T, Z
1

) since A0 f C(T, H
1

) . 
(Lemma 3.1) and A* f. C(T, V

1

) (because A* f. C(S
1

,V
1

) and llrlls' :5 llrllr Vr f T). 

For every r f. T, (A* - j* · AQ)r = ( 1* ·<5*) ·(A* - j* · A0)1:" = 1*(7rr) since (A* - j* ·A0)r f. Voa 

and (1* · 8*)g = g Vg f. V0a. Thus, Vr f. T and Vv f. V, 

[r,Av] - < A0r,v > (where< AQr, v > denotes (A0r,jv)) 

= < A*r, v > - < j* AQr, v > = < (A* - j* · A0)r, v > 

= < 1*(7rr),v > = ~ 7rr,1v"·:;;p (by definition of 1*). Hence, (3.19) is proved. 

It remains to show that 7r is unique. Let 1r
1 

f. C(T, Z
1

) be an operator satisfying (3.19). 

Then ~ (7r - 7r
1

)r,1v ~ = 0 Vv f. V and Vr f. T. But 'Y maps V onto Z. Thus 

(7r - 7r
1

)r = 0 Vr f. T, i,-e., 7r -1C'
1 = 0. D 

Remark The point of Theorem 3.1 becomes more apparent when (3.19) is compared 

with (3.15) and (3.16). Although for every T f. s'' Aor is simply the restriction of A*r to 

Vo, in general AQr f. H 1 c V' differs from A*r on Yo.i.. The Green's formula shows how 

this difference can be expressed in terms of an arbitrary operator ':'{ and space Z satisfying 

the requirements of the theorem. 

We shall now specialize the Green's formula so as to apply to the flow problems I - IV. 

For each fixed 1 :5 k :5 4, we take 
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(3.20) 1J = 1J(!l)2, V =Vi, H = L2(!l)2, Z = Zk and· 

S = { r = [ri;] I ri; € L2(n), ri; = r;i, i, j = 1, 2}. 

Here Vi and Zk are as defined in section 3.1, S is the space of symmetric stress fields 

defined on n, and n is understood to denote nk, the domain in problem K. For simplic

ity we shall denote quantities of which the definitions are formally identical in the four 

problems without the subscript k. The inner product on S is defined by 

Then Vo = HJ(!l)2 = {v € H 1(n)2 l 1o(v) = O} where /o =/an. 

The operators A and I are defined by 

(3.22) Av 

It is easily verified that all the requirements of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Furthermore, 

for every T € S', 

(3.23) A~T - -div T - -(r1;,;,r2;,;) f n-1(n)2 - (HJ(n)')2. 

(For every T = [ri;] € S', < -div T, </> > = - < Tij,j, </>i > = 
< Ti;,</>i,j > = < Ti;,Di;(</>) > = [r,A0</>) = < ~r,</> > \:/</> E 1J, by definition of 

the distribution div r, the symmetry of T and the definitions of Ao and ~· Thus (3.23) 

follows since 1J is dense in Vo.) 

Hence, the space T and its inner product are given by 

(3.24) T = { T f s' I div T f (L2(!l) 2
)'} and 
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3.3 Weak form of (Aux) 

In view of our goal of solving (Aux) under the weakest possible regularity constraints on 

the data, while posing the problem in terms of the spaces introduced in section 3.1, the 
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natural formulation of (Aux) is the following : 

Given a domain n satisfying the regularity requirements set out in section 3.1, ff L2 (0) 2 

and u0 f H!(E)2 satisfying the relevant conditions given in section 2.3, find u f H 2(0)2 

and pf H1(0) such that 

(3.30) e u·u· · - r·· · ' } I,} I},} = fi a.e. in n, i = 1, 2, where Tij = Sij -:- -phij + k ( Ui,j + 
Uj,i), e = 1 for the nonlinear problem and e = 0 for the Stokes problem, 

(3.31) Ui,i = 0 a.e. in f2, · 

(3.32) /E(u) = uo, 

(3.33) /rn(u) = 0, 

III. /A.n(u) = 0, /A.(Tij)niti = 0, 

/A0 t(u) = 0, "YAJTij)njni = 0, 

/Aw(u) = 0 (or /Awn(u) = 0, /Aw(Tij)njti = 0), 

IV. /A(u) = 0 (or as in III where slip is allowed). 

Observe that the requirement u f H 2(0)2 is necessary for /(Tij) to be well-defined, but 

that for (3.30) it is sufficient to have u f H1(0)2 where 

(3.36) Hl(O) = { u f H 1(0) I U,jj f L2(0)}. 

With the notation as in section 3.2, let 1 :::; k :::; 4 be fixed and suppose that ( u, p) is a 

solution of the corresponding problem (3.30) - (3.35), denoted by (Aux)k. Then (3.30) 

implies that 
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Since p € H 1 (0), u € H 2(0) 2 (or since u € Hl(0)2 and u satisfies (3.31)) and r = r(u,p) 

is 'symmetric by definition, it follows that r € T. Thus, the Green's formula (3.28) holds 

for r and for every v € Vi. By the definition and symmetry of r, this implies that 

(3.37) ein UjUi,jVi dx + ~e In Dij{u)Dij(v) dx - In PVi,i dx 

= In fivi dx + ~ 7rk(r(u,p)), {k(v) ~k Vv €Vi; 

Equations (3.31) and (3.33) are equivalent to 

(3.38) (q, Ui,i)o,n + (µ, {rn(u))t.r 0 V (q, u) € L2(0) x Ht(r). 

Moreover, (3.29) holds because Tij € H 1(0), i,j = 1, 2. Since (A x B)' =A' x B' for all 

inner product spaces A and B, and (recall Proposition 3.3) the traces of Tij and v satisfy 

TijnjVi = (rn) · v = {(rn)nn + (rn)tt} · {vnn + Vtt} 

= vn(rn) · n + Vt(rn) · t = Tijnj(nivn + tivt) 

on the relevant portions of an, it is easy to see that for the respective problems (3.29) 

takes the form 

(3.39) I. < ?rn(r),f'rn(v) >t.r + < ?rt(r),f'rt(v) >t.r 

= Ir1r(rii)ni (nnrn(v) + tnn(v))ds Vv €Vi,· 

where 7r1 = ( ?rn, ?rt) and < ·, · > l r denotes duality pairing on 
2' 

1 ( )' 1 H2 r . x n2(r) ; 
1 

IL as in I, with Hl(f) in place of Ht(r), etc.; 

III. < 7r~( r), 1¥n(v) >oo,r + < 7r
3(r), ( ltt, {Aon' 1f.t) V >a 

= Ir Ir( Tjj)nj ( nn~n(v) + tntt(v)) ds + IAo IAJ Tjj )njnifAo(v)ds 

+ fA. {As(Tij)nitnf.t(v) ds Vv €Va, 
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where 7r3 =(7r~,11"3 ) and < ·, · >3 denotes duality pairing on Y; x Ya; 
1 

IV. as in I, with HJ"o(r) in place of Ht(r), etc .. 

Equations (3.34) and (3.35 III) imply that 7rt(r) = 0 in I above, and similarly in II and 

IV, while 7r3 ( T) = 0 in III. In the case of a slip condition at Aw in III, the operator 11"~ 

cannot be "isolated" from 7r3 as above in the Green's formula (cf. the remark following 

(3.12)). However, (3.34) and (3.35 III) imply that <t:: 7r3(r),13(v) ~3 depends only on 

'Yrn(v). The situation is similar when a slip condition is applied at A1 or A2 in IV. Hence, 

in every case the last term in (3.37) reduces to the first term of the corresponding relation 

in (3.39). For convenience we shall henceforth denote the relevant trace space, inner 

product, duality pairing and trace operator by Nk, [-, ·]k, < ·, · >k and 'Y~ respectively. As 

before, we shall sometimes omit the subscript k. Thus, by Riesz' theorem, there exists 

a unique A = .X(u,p) t: Nk such that the last term in (3.37) equals [.X, Vn]k, where Vn 

denotes 'Y~(v), for every v t: Vi. 

Let u 0 t: H 1(!l)2 be such that 1(u0 ) satisfies conditions (3.32) and (3.35). The existence 

of u0 is assured if 

(3.40) I. 
1 

II. Uo t: Hf (E)2; 

III. Uot t: H&(E) and Uon t: Hl(E) ( Uon t: Ht(E) if slip occurs at Aw); 
1 

IV. u0 t: HJ"o(E) 2 (with suitable changes when slip is allowed at A). 

In fact, if we denote the trace spaces listed above by U0 and denote the corresponding 

closed subspaces {v t: H 1(!l) 2 Iv satisfies (3.33) and (3.35)} by U0
, then it is not dif

ficult to prove (by repeated application of the ideas and results of section 3.1 and the 

fact that r is bounded away from E) that 'YE t: .C(U0
, U0 ) and that this operator is sur

jective. Thus, by Lemma 3.2, it has a right inverse h t: .C(U0 , U0
). Let v = h(uo). In 

the case of problems I, II and IV, it follows from the conditions on u0 below (2.12) 

that fen 'Yn(v) ds = 0. In the case of problem III, v can be adjusted to also have this 
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property. (Set q = 0, r = 0 in the proof of Lemma 4.4(c). This proves that the map

ping /E : {v f U0 I divv = O} --? U0 is surjective, so that it has a bounded linear right 

inverse.) The important point is that llgllt.an :::; c(O~luollr: where g = 1(v). It can 

be shown (cf. Girault and Raviart (1986), p.24) that there exists a u0 e: H 1(0)2 such 

that divu0 = 0, 1(u0 ) = g and llu0 il 1 :::; k(O~lgll !· Hence, u0 satisfies (3.31) - (3.33), 
2 

(3.35) and llu0 1h :::; K(O~luollr:· 

Let w = u - u0 • Then w f Vi since both u and u0 satisfy (3.32) and (3.35). Moreover, 

from (3.37) and the remarks above we get : 

Since Un, u~ and Wn belong to Nk (u, u0 satisfy (3.35) and r is bounded away from E, so 

that it is always possible to construct functions in vk that have the same boundary values 

on f), (3.38) is equivalent to 

On the basis of the discussion above, we may assume that the right hand side of (3.42) is 

identically zero. 

Hence, we have shown that to every solution (u,p) of (Aux) there corresponds a solution 

( w, p, >.) of the variational problem given by : 

(Var) Find we: Vi, pf L 2(0) and ). f Nk which satisfy equations (3.41) and (3.42). 
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4 Existence and Uniqueness Results 

In this chapter, results concerning the existence and uniqueness of solutions of problem 

(Var) will be established. First, a functional analytic framework is constructed {section 

4.1) which is then applied to the linear (Stokes) form of problem (Var) (section 4.2). In 

similar fashion it is shown that the nonlinear (Navier-Stokes) problem can be analysed 

(section 4.4) via results obtained for a general class of nonlinear variational problems 

(section 4.3). 

4.1 A class of linear problems 

We shall follow the approach of Girault and Raviart (1986) (pp. 57 - 61) : 

Let V be a Hilbert space with norm 11 · llv· Then the norm of its dual space V' is defined 

by 

lllllv1 

< l,v > 
sup 'V l t v'' 
veV llvllv 

where < ·, · > denotes duality pai.ring on V' x V. Whenever we write "sup" it is 
Xf X 

understood that the supremum is taken over all nonzero x in X. We define M, 11 · llM, M' 

and 11 · llM' in the same manner. 

Let a(·,·): V x V-+ ~and b(·, ·): V x M-+ ~be two continuous bilinear forms with 

norms 

llall sup 
u,v f v 

a(u,v) 
llullvllvllv' llbll - sup 

veV,meM 

b(v, m) 

llvllvllmllM. 

Our aim is to solve the following variational problem : 

(VP) Given kt M
1 

and 1 t V', find wt V and n t M such that 
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(4.1) a(w,v) + b(v,n) - < l,v > Vv f V, 

( 4.2) b(w,m) <k,m> VmtM. 

Define the operators A f .C(V, V
1

) and Bf .C(V, M
1

) by 

(4.3) < Au,v > - a(u,v) Vu, v f V, 

(4.4) < Bv,m > - b(~,m) Vv f V, Vm f M. 

The dual operator 8
1 

f .C(M, V
1

) of Bis defined by 

(4.5) < 8 1

m,v > - < Bv,m > b( v, m) V v f V, V m f M. 

It is easy to show that llAll.ccv,v') = llall and llBll.ccv,M') 

Moreover, equations (4.1) and (4.2) can now be written as 

(4.6) Aw + 8
1

n - l m v'. 

(4.7) Bw - k in M
1

• 

llB'llc(M,V') - llbll. 

Problem (VP) is said to be well-posed if for every given pair (l, k ), there exists a unique 

pair ( w, n) satisfying ( 4.6) and ( 4. 7), and if the resulting map ( l, k) -+ ( w, n) is continuous. 

This is equivalent to saying that the operator i t .C(V x M, V
1 

x M') defined by 

(4.8) i(v,m) - (Av + 8 1

m, Bv) 

is an isomorphism from V x M onto V' x M
1

, i.e., i is bijective and its inverse is 

continuous. 

Let K = kerB = {v f VI Bv = O}. Then, as before., we define Kl.= {v €VI (u, v)v = 0 

Vu€ K} and Ka= {g € v' I< 'g,v > = 0 v v € K}. It is easily proved that K,Kl. and 
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Ka are closed subspaces of respectively V, V and V' and are therefore Hilbert spaces. 

Furthermore, we have the following important result. 

Lemma 4.1 The following three properties are equivalent : 

(a) there exists a constant f3 > 0 such that 

(4 9) · f b(v,m) > /3 · r!~M supvllvllvllmllM ; 
Vt 

(b) the operator 8 is an isomorphism form K .L onto M
1 

and 

( c) the operator 8
1 

is an isomorphism from M onto Ka and 

(4.11) llB'mllv' ~ ~lmllM V m <: M. 

Proof Cf. Girualt and Raviart (1986), pp. 58 - 59. D 

Lemma 4.1 was first proved by I. Babuska and F. Brezzi. 0.A. Ladyzhenska~a proved a 

special case of the lemma in the context of the Navier-Stokes problem. Accordingly, we 

shall refer to (4.9) as the "LBB condition". 

For every g t: V', let Ilg be defined as the restriction of g to K : < Ilg, v > = < g, v > 

V v t: K. Then lillgllK' :5 llgllv' and 11 t: C(V', K'). 

Lemma 4.2 Suppose that the bilinear from a(·,·) IS K-elliptic, I.e., there exists a 

constant a > 0 such that 

(4.12) a(v,v) ~ aJlvlli Vv <: K. 

Then IlA is an isomorphism from K onto K' and ll(I1At1 1i.c(K',K) :5 ~· 

Proof The lemma follows directly from the Lax-Milgram theorem, a proof of which can 
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be found in, e.g., Reddy (1986), pp. 117-120.. 0 

Theorem 4.1 Let the notation be as before and assume that a(·,·) is K-elliptic. Then 

problem (VP) is well-posed if and only if b( ·, ·) satisfies the LBB condition. 

Proof ( 1) Let k E M 1 and l E V' be given. By lemma 4.1 (b), there exists a unique 

w1 E Kl. such that Bw1 = k and llw1llv :::; llkllM1 //3. 

By Lemma 4.2, there exists a unique w2 E K such that IIAw2 = II(l - Aw1 ) and 

llw2llv :::; ~llII(l -Awi)llK' :::; ~Ill - Aw1llv 1 
:::; ~(lllllv• + llall~llkllM' ). 

Let w = w1 + w2 • Then Bw = k, IIAw =III and 

By definition of II, 1- Aw E Ka. By Lemma 4.1 ( c )_, there exists a unique n E N such that 

8
1 

n = l - Aw and 

(
4

.
14

) llnllM :::; ~Ill - Awllv• :::; ~(lllllv• + llall.llwllv) 
. :::; ~(1 + ";11 )(11/llv• + "111kllM' ). 

Suppose that ( w', n') is another solution of (VP). Set w• = w - w' and n• = n - n'. Then 

(i) a(w*, v) + b(v, n*) = 0 'v' v EV and 

(ii ) b( w•, m) = 0 'v' m E M
1

• 

Thus w• EK since Bw* = 0 according to (ii). Choose v = w• and m = n•. Then it follows 

from the K-ellipticity of a(·,·) that w• = 0. From (i) and (4.9) it follows that n• = 0: 

lln*llM :::; sup b(v, n*) = 0. 
v ( v .Bllvllv 

Thus, we have proved that there exists a unique solution ( w, n) E V x M, which depends 

continuously on ( l, k) E V' x M'. 
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(2). Conversely, assume that (VP) is well-posed. We shall show that condition (b) in 

Lemma 4.1 holds. Let k t M
1 

and set (w, n) = 1-1(0, k). Then k = Bw = Bu where 

u is the projection of w on KJ.. If v t KJ. and Bv = 0, then v t Kn KJ. = {O}. 

Hence, B is a continuous linear bijection from K J. onto M
1

• Furthermo~e, its inverse is 

bounded since llullv ~ llwllv ~ ll(w, n)llv x M ~ ~l(O, k)llv 1 x M' = .~l_kllv1 where 

~ = llT-111.qv' x M',v x M)' D 

For dealing with specific problems it is convenient to introduce the operators B = 

i"il · B t .C(V, M) and Bx = jy.1 • B1 

t .C(M, V). Here iM and iv are the Riesz isometries 

and consequently Bx is the adjoint of B: 

(4.15) (Bv,m)M b(v,m)VvtV, VmtM, 

where (·, ·)M and (-, ·)v denote the inner products on M and V. It is clear that the 

. algebraic and topological properties of B and Bx are identical to those of respectively B 

and B1
• Note also that kerB = kerB = K. 

Theorem 4.2 (a) The LBB condition holds if and only if Bis surjective, i.e., Rg(B) = M. 

(b) Assume that a(-,·) is K-elliptic and that Rg(B) is closed. Then: for any given pair 

(l, k) t V 1 x M 1
, with kt (Rg(B)J.)a, there exists a unique pair (w, n) t V x Rg(B) such 

that ( w, n + n0 ) is a solution of problem (VP) for every n0 t Rg(B)J.. If k does not satisfy 

the condition above, then (4.2) holds only for m t Rg(B): Moreover, the inequalities 

(4.13) and (4.14) again hold, so that the mappipg (l,k)-+ (w,n) is continuous. 

Proof (a) If the LBB condition holds, then B is surjective according to Lemma 4.1 

(b). Conversely, suppose that B is surjective. Let Bo denote the restriction of B to K J.. 

As in part (2) of the proof of Theorem 4.1, it follows that Bo t .C(KJ., M') is bijective. 

The Open Mapping theorem now applies that B01 is. bounded. (This result is known as 

the Banach theorem). Thus, condition (b) of Lemma 4.1 holds with /3 = llB0 1 ll~tM',Kl.)' 

This proves statement (a) because B is surjective iff B is. 
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(b) It is easily verified that Rg( B) = { n E M I there exists a v E V such that ( n, m )M = 
b(v, m) 'Vm EM.} Set M1 = Rg(B) and. let b1 (·, ·)be the restriction of b(·, ·)to V x M1 . 

Then the corresponding operator B 1 E .C(V, Mi) is surjective since Rg(Bi) = { n E M1 I for 

some v EV, (n, m)M = b(v, m) 'V m E Mi} = M 1• Hence, by (a) above, the LBB condition 

. for b1 ( ·, ·) is satisfied. 

Let (l, k) EV' x M 1 be given. Then k EM~ and thus it follows from Theorem 4.1 that 

there exists a unique pair ( w, n) E V x M1 such that 

(i) a(w,v) + b(v,n) = < l,v > 'Vv EV, 

(ii) b(w,m) = < k,m > 'Vm E M1. 

Since llkl!Mi' ~ llkllM'' the estimates (4.13) ·and (4.14) hold for (w,n). Furthermore, 

b( v, n0 ) = (Bv, no)M = 0 'V v € V and 'V n0 E Rg(B)l., so that n may be replaced by 

n + n0 in (i). Finally, b(w, no) = {Bw, no)M = 0 'V no E Mf, so that M1 may be 

replaced by Min (ii) iff < k, m > = 0 'V m E Mf. D 

It can be proved, for every operator T E .C(V, M) and its adjoint rx, that Rg(T)l. = kerTx 

and that Rg(T) is closed iff Rg(Tx) is closed. Thus, by Theorem 4.2 (a), the LBB 

condition holds iff Bx is injective, and in (b) we may require that Rg( Bx) be closed 

instead. 

Note that Theorem 4.2(b) can also be proved as follows : Set M 2 = M / ker Bx and define 

~(·,·): V x M2 -+ ~and k2 EM~ by ~(v,[m]) = b(v,n), < k2,[m] > = < k,n > 

'V v EV, 'V [m] E M 2 , where n denotes the projection of m on Rg(B). Then proceed as 

in the proof above (cf. Oden and Carey (1983), RP· 101-110). 
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4.2 The Stokes problem 

With the notation as in Chapter 3, let· 1 ~ k ~ 4 be fixed. To put the Stokes problem, 

i.e., problem (Var) with e = 0, into the framework of section 4.1 we set: 

(4.16) V = Vk, M = L2(0) x Nk with inner products 

(·,·)v = (·,·h.n, ((p,.\),(q,r))M = (p,q)o,n + (.\,r]k 

. and norms 11 · llv = 11 · lh,n, ll(q, r)llM = V((q, r), (q, r))M, 

a(u, v) _.;. (2/ Re)(Dij(u), Dij(v))o,n, 

b(v,(q,r)) = -((q,r), (divv,vn))Mwheredivv = Vi,i, 

< l, v > = (f, v)0 ,n - a(u0
, v), 

< k,(q,r) > = -b(u0 ,(q,r)). 

Here, f = (gL/U2 )d where g is the gravitational acceleration and 

(0, -1) . in I, II 

d - 0 in III 

(sin00 , -cos00 ) in IV. 

Henceforth the subscripts n and M will be omitted. 

We know from Chapter 3 that Vk,L 2(0) and Nk, and therefore V and M, are Hilbert 

spaces. It is also easy to see that a(·,·), b(·,·), < l,· >and< k,· >are well-defined and 

linear in every argument. The boundedness of these operators is proved as follows: 

I a(u, v) I = (1/ Re) I ( Ui,j + Uj,i, Dij(v))o I = (1/ Re) I ( Ui,j, Dij(v) + Dji{v))o I 
- (I/Re) I (ui,j,Vi,j + Vj,i)o I::; (1/Re)llui,jllollvi,j + v;,illo 

::; (1/ Re)llui,;llo(llvi,illo + llvi.dlo) ::; (2v'3/ Re) llulhllvlh 'v' u, v f Vk 

(using the Schwarz and triangle inequalities and the identity 

(2aA + (b + c)(B + C) + 2dD)2 
::; 12(a2 + ... + d2)(A2 + ... + D2

)), 
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so that llall ~ 2./3/ Re. 

I b(v, (q, r)) I =I ((q, r), (divv, vn)) I ~ cll(q, r)ll 
with c2 = ll(divv, Vn)ll2 ~ (llv1,1llo + llv2,2llo)2 + llvnll~ 
~ 2(llv1,ill6 + llv2,2ll6) + t2 llvll~ ~ (2 + t2 )llvll~, where 

t = ll1!ll.c(V,.,N1r) =t(fl), 'v'vfVi, 'v'(q,r)fM. Thus llbll < J2+t2
• 

I< l, v >I ~ I (f, v)o I + I a(u0
, v) I ~ llfllollvllo + llall.llu0 1hllvll1 

~ (llfllo + llall·llu0 11i)llvlh 'v' v f Vi, and therefore 

lllllv1 ~ llfllo + llu0 ll1llall· Similarly, llkllM' ~ llu0 1hllbll· 

Moreover, we may assume that k = 0 (see the paragraph below (3.40)). This is especially 

important for solving the nonlinear problem, as will become clear in the next section. 

Clearly, the operator B defined in ( 4.15) is given by 

(4.17) Bv = -(divv,vn) 'v'v f Vi. 

Thus K = ker B = { v f Vi I divv = 0 in n, Vn = 0 on r} c Vi c Vo 

= {v f H1(fl)2 I T'E(v) = O}, so that the K-ellipticity of a(·,·) follows from the following 

lemma. 

Lemma 4.3 Let fl be a bounded domain in ~2 with a Lipschitz continuous boundary. 

Then there exists a constant a' > 0 such that 

Sketch of Proof The lemma is deduced from one of Korn's inequalities: 

If n satisfies the condition given above, then there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
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The proof of this result is nontrivial and represents a major st~p in the analysis of a wide 

range of variational problems, including the ones considered here. Proofs ca~ be found in 

Kikuchi and Oden (1988), pp. 104 - 109, cind (for the case of a C1 boundary) in Duvaut 

and Lions (1976), pp. 110 -115. Furthermore, there exists a constant k > 0 such that 

The proof of this re8ult is by contradiction (so that k is unknown) and can be found on pp. 

115 - 116 in either of the references given above. We know (see the comments f?llowing 

the definition of Vi in chapter 3) that there is a constant c > 0 such that 

(iii) I v I~ 2:: cllvll~ 'V v t: Vo. 

It follows from (i) - (iii) that (4.18) holds with a'= C(~~l)" D 

Hence a(v, v) 2:: allvll~ 'V v t: Vi with a= 2a' /Re= A(O)/ Re. 

It remains to characterize Rg(B) (to check if b(·, ·)satisfies the LBB condition). 

Lemma 4.4 (a) The operator div maps HJ(0)2 onto the space £5(0) 

{qt: £2(0) I Jn q dx = O}. 

(b) For problems I, II and IV we have 

(4.19) Rg(B) - S - {(q, r) t: MI Jn q dx fr r ds}. 

This is a closed subspace of M and its orthogonal complement is given by 

(4.20) Rg(B)J.. - span{(l,r*)} {k(1, r*) I kt:~} 

where r* t: Nk is such that [r*, r]k = - fr T ds 'VT t: Nk· 

( c) In the case of problem III, B is surjective. 
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Proof (a) Define w = {w E HJ(S1)2 I divw = O} and let wL be the orthogonal 

complement of W in HJ (fl )2 with respect to the inner product ( vi,i, Wi,i )0 associated with 

the norm I · 11• Then it can be proved that the operator div is an isomorphismfrom WL 

onto L5(fl) (cf. Temam (1978), pp. 15, 32, or Girault and Raviart (1986), p. 24). 

(b) (1) By definition of Vi, "Yn(v) = 0 on an\ r v v E Vi and v v E Vi·. Moreover, 

fAouAi /n(v) ds = 0 V.v E V2 due to the periodicity condition; 

Thus if (q, r) = Bv for some v E Vi, then it follows via the standard Green's formula 

for functions in H1 (fl) that 

{ q dx = { l.vi i dx = { 1(1.vi)ni ds = { Vn ds = { T ds. Jn Jn · Jan Jr Jr 

Conversely, suppose that ( q, -r:) E M satisfies the compatibility condition In q dx = 

fr r ds. Since 1! is surjective, there exists a v.E Vi such that 1!(v) = r. As above, it 

follows that 

lo di vv dx = fr Vn ds = fr T ds = lo q dx . . 

Hence q - divv E L5(S1). By (a), there exists a w E HJ(S1)2 C Vi such that divw = 

q - divv. Set u = v + w. Then u E vk and Bu= (q, r). Thus Rg(B) = S. 

(2) Assume that (q,r) EM and that there exists a sequence (qn,Tn) in S such that 

(qn,Tn)-+ (q,r) in M. Then qn-+ q in L2(fl) and Tn-+ Tin Nk, so that 

I fn q dx - frr ds I= I fn(q- qn)dx + fr(Tn - r)ds I (since (qn,rn) ES) 

~ I (1, q - qn)o I + l (1, Tn - r)o,r I ~ lllllollq - qnllo + lllllo,rllrn - rllo.r 
~ lllllollq - qnllo + lllllo,rllrn - rllk -+ 0 as n-+ oo. 

Thus Jn q dx = .Jr r ds, i.e., (q, r) ES. Hence Sis closed in M. 

(3) By definition, SL= {(p, ,\)EM I (p~ q)0 + (,\, r]k = 0 V (q, r) E Msatisfying Jn q dx 

= fr r ds }. Let (p, ,\) E SL. Then (p, q)0 = (p, q)0 + (,\, O]k = 0 V q E L5(fl), i.e., 
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pf L5{0).L. But L5(0) = {q f L2(0) I (k,q)0 = 0 V k f ~} = ?R.i (where ?R is understood 

to represent the subspace of a.e. constant functions in L2(0)) and ~-u = ?R since ?R is a 

finite - dimensional, and therefore closed, subspace of L2(0). Thus pf ?R. 

Suppose that p = 0. Then [-X, r]k = (0, q7 ) 0 + [-\, r]k = 0 V r f Nk (with q7 chosen so tha;t 

(qnr) t: S), i.e.,,\= 0. Since S.L # {(0,0)} (from (4.19)), it follows that there exists a 

pair (p, T) f S.L with p -::j 0. 

Suppose that Q =span {(p;, T;) I if J} c s.L' with J some index set. By the arguments 

above, we may assume that 0 -::J p; f ~ V i f J. Thus Q = span {(1, r;/p;) Ii f J}. 

Now, (1,r*) t: S.L iff (1,q)0 + [r*,r]k = 0 V (q,r) t: M such that (1,q)0 = (1,r)0,r, i.e., 

iff [r*, r]k = -(1, r)o,r V r f Nk. By the Riesz representation theorem, this equation 

has a unique solution r* f Nk since the right hand side defines an element of N~. Hence 

Q =span {(1, r*)}. Since S.L is a linear space, it follows that S.L c Q = Q. 

Conversely, let k t: ?R and set (p, ,\) = k(l, r*). Then (p, q)o + [-\, r]k = k(l, q)o -

k(l, r)o,r = 0 V (q, r) t: S. Thus S.L =span {(1, r*)}. 

(c) Let (q, r) f £2(0) x N3 be given. Since 1! is surjective, there exists a v 0 
f Vi 

such that /~(v0 ) = r. If JA
0 

v~ ds = 0, set v = v 0
• If h

0 
v~ ds -::J 0, then we can 

define Ap C A
0

, with meas(Ap) > 0 and Ap C A0 , such that fAp v~ ds -::J 0. Thus. 

f Ap </>v~ ds -::J 0 for some smooth function </> on A0 with </> = 0 on A0 \ Ap (else v~ = 0 on 

Ap, since V(Ap) is dense in L2(Ap)). Now define 

where k = (J0 q dx - fr T ds - fA
0 
v~ ds)/ h

0 
<f>v~ ds. 

Then</> t: Hk(80)2 and therefore 1(v) =</>for some v t: H1 (0)2. From the definition of 

</> and Vi it follows that v f Vi. Thus we have constructed a v f Vi such that 
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f divv dx = f ln(v)ds = f q dx. Jn lruAo Jn 

As in the last part of (b)(l), it now follows that (q,r) f Rg(B). D 

Note that this proof a.lso applies when slip conditions are used in problems III and IV 

since the operators /~ corresponding to these situations are again surjective. 

From Theorem 4.1 and 4.2 we now obtain: 

Theorem 4.3 Assume that n and u0 satisfy the conditions set out in chapters 2 and 3. 

Then we have: 

For each of problems I, II and IV, there exist uniquely determined functions w f Vk and 

(p, ,\) f S such that the solution set of problem (Var) is given by 

{(w,p + c, ,\+er*) I cf~}, where Sand r* are as in Lemma 4.4. 

In the case of problem III, (Var) has a unique solution (w,p, ,\) f V3 x L2(0) x N3 . 

Moreover, for all four problems, there exists a constant C which depends only on n so 

that 

(4.21) llwllt ~ C(Re.gL/U2 + lluollE), 

Note that if we set U :__ v/L, then Re= 1 and gL/U2 = gL3 /v2 in (4.21). 

The nonuniquei:iess of the Lagrange multipliers in the case of problems I, II and IV reflects 

the fact that the pressure field is determined only up to a constant by problem (Aux). In 

problem III it is unique due to (3.35 III). 

It remains to consider the relation between problems (Aux) and (Var). In section 3.3 it 

was shown that to every solution (u,p) f H 2(0) x H 1(0) of (Aux) there corresponds a 

uniquely determined solution (w,p, ,\)of (Var) for every given u0
• 
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Let Uo be fixed. Let u0 be any extension ton of Uo of the type constructed in chapter 3. 

Assume that the corresponding problem (Var) has at least one solution and let (w,p, >i) 

be any of these with (p, A) f S. Let u = w + u0
. Then ( u, p, A) satisfies 

(i ) a(u, v) - (p, divv)o - [,\, Vn]k = (f, V)o \;/ V f Vk, 

(ii) (q, divu)o + [r, un]k = 0 V q f L2 (S1), VT f Nk. 

0' I I \I d I d fi d • h h ( \ ) ( I Let u , w , p , " an u be e ne m t e same manner. T en u *, p*, "* = u - u , p -

p', A - .>i') satisfies these equations with f replaced by 0. Furthermore, u* f Vi and thus 

u~ f Nk. With q = divu* and T = u~, it follows from (ii) that divu* = 0 and u~ = 0. 

With v = u* in (i), this implies that aJlu*ll~ .::::; a(u*, u*) = 0, i.e., u* = 0. From (i) 

it now follows that p* = 0 and )i* = 0 (since (p*, )i*) f Rg(B) by definition of (p, >i) and 

(p', >i') ). This proves that ( u, p, A) is independent of the choice of u0 for a given u0 • 

Furthermore, from ( 4.21) it follows that 

llull1 ::::; llu0 1h + llwlh ::::; C' (S1)(gL3 /v 2 + lluol!E)· 

Since u0 satisfies (3.31) - (3.33) and w f Vi, it follows from (3.42) that u satisfies (3.31) -

(3.33). Similarly, u satisfies the kinematic boundary conditions in (3.35). The remaining 

equations only make sense if greater regularity is assigned to u and p. 

Assume that u f H 2 (S1)2 and pf H 1 (S1). Then, by reversing the steps used in _section 3.3, 

(3.41) becomes 

Thus, for every v f 'D(S1)2 , -( Tij,j, vi)o = (Ji, Vi)o. Since 'D(S1) is dense in L2 (S1), this 

implies that (3.30) is sati.sfied. Therefore, ( 4.22)_ reduces to 
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where Tn = 1( Tij)njn/ and Tt = 1( Tij )niti. It is easy to see from the definitions of the . . 

spaces vk that the right hand side of ( 4.23) is equal to the following: 

I. (m,vn)o,r + (rt,Vt)o,r = N + T, say; 

IL N + T + fAo uA1 1(rii)nn(vi) ds; 

n: N + T + ( Tn, Vn)o,Ao + ( Tt, Vt)o,A,i 

N. N+T. 

Recall that the trace operators /k : Vi -+ Zk, defined in (3.12), are surjective. Thus, for 

problem I it follows from (4.23) that 0 = 0 + Ti, r)o,r V r € H~(I'): Since V(r) (and 

therefore H~(r)) is de~se in L2(r), this implies that Tt·= 0 on r. An identical argument 

shows that (3.34) is also satisfied in problem IV. 

If for problem II we assume that p is 1-periodic in Xi, then Tij is too (since u is) and 

consequently the integral above v~nishes. Moreover, ( Tn, Tt) € Z2 and so it follows in 

similar fashion as above that (3.34) holds. 

For problem III it follows from ( 4.23) that 

(rt,u)o,r + (rn,v)o,A0 + (rt,w)o,A, = 0 V(u,v,w) €}13. 

Since V(r) x V(A 0 ) x V(As) C Y3 and V(·) is dense in L2
(·), it follows easily that 

both (3.34) and (3.35 III) are satisfied. Similar arguments apply whenever slip conditions 

are used in problems III or IV. 

In summary, if a solution of (Var) satisfies the assumptions above, then ( u, p) solves 

(Aux). Moreover, (4.23) now becomes 

Thus, we have a functional representation of the function Tn Ir, which appears in the 

important equation (2.16). 
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In conclusion, let us briefly consider the relation between the Stokes problem and the 

Signorini problem described in section 2.1. We shall not give the classical formulation of 

this problem or give the exact definitions of the quantities involved. This can be found in 

the references given below. The relevant fact is that the Signorini problem can be posed 

as a mixed variational problem of the following form: 

Find (u,p, ,\) f V x Q x N such that 

a(u, v) - (p, divv) - [-\, vn] = < f, v > 'V v f V, 

(q,divv) = 0 'V q f Q, 

[r - A, Vn - g] ~ 0 'VT€ N. 

Here, V = {v f H1(0.)2 I 1:E(v) = O} is the space of admissible displacements, Q = 

£ 2(0.), N = { T € Ht(r) I T :::; 0 }, f is a functional involving external body forces on n 

and surface tractions on A, g is the initial gap between 0. and F, and u is the displace

ment field. Note that the hydrostatic pressure p and contact pressure ,\ are employed as 

Lagrange multipliers for the constraints 

di vu = 0 in f?., Vn - 9 :::; 0 on f. 

The associated operator Band LBB condition are identical to that of problems I - IV. The 

interesting feature is that, as with A0 in problem III, there is a portion of 80. \ r on which 

the constraint ln(v) = 0 is not enforced, namely A. By exploiting this "free" variable it 
' 

·can be proved that the LBB condition holds. When the boundary is of class C2
•
1

, it is 

possible to give a constructive proof, i.e., an explicit lower bound on the constant /3 can 

be established (cf. Kikuchi and Oden (1988), pp. 177 - 179). For the case of a Lipschitz 

domain, two proofs are given in Oden, Kikuchi and Song (1980), pp. 56 - 60, both of 

which are based on the same strategy as the proof of Lemma 4.4(c). 

4.3 A class of nonlinear problems 

In this section we shall study a nonlinear generalization of problem (VP). 
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Let the notation be as in section 4.1. Thus, V and M are Hilbert spaces and 

b( ·, ·) : V x M -+ R is a continuous bilinear form. Furthermore, let the form 

(4.25) a(·;·,·): V x V x V-+ ~ 

be such that, for every w € V, the mapping a(w; ·, ·) : V x V-+ ~is a continuous bilinear 

form. We shall consider the following nonlinear variational problem : 

(NVP) Given l € V', find w € V and n € M which satisfy 

(4.26) a(w;w,v) + b(v,n) =<l,v> \fvf.V, 

(4.27) b( w, m) = 0 \;/ m € M. 

Let the operator B € ..C(V, V') be defined as in section 4.1. For every w € V, the operator 

A( w) € ..C(V, V') is defined by 

(4.28) < A(w)u, v > = a(w; u, v) \/ u, v € V. 

Then equations (4.31) and (4.32) can be written as 

(4.29) A(w)w +B'n =l m V', 

(4.30) Bw = 0 in M'. 

The spaces K = kerB, K J., Ka and the operator II € ..C(V', K') are defined as in section 

4.1. If problem (NVP) is compared to problem (VP), then it becomes clear from the 

proof of Theorem 4.1 that the crucial issue is to derive an appropriate generalization of 
. 

the Lax - Milgram theorem. To be precise, we must find conditions on a(· ; ·, ·) sufficient 

for solving the following nonlinear problem : 

(N) Given l € V', find w € K such that 
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(4.31) a(w;w,v) = < l,v > V v t K, 

or equivalently such that 

(4.32) IT,A(w)w - ITI m K'. 

Theorem 4.4 (a) Assume that the following condition~ hold : 

(i ) the space K is separable, i.e., K has a coun~able dense subset ; 

(ii ) there exists a constant a > 0 such that 

(4.33) a(v; v, v) 2: ollvlli V v t K; 

(iii) for each v t K, the mapping u-+ a(u; u, v) is sequentially weakly continuous on K, 

i.e., 

(4.34) lim < h, Un>=< h, u > V ht K' (un converges weakly to u in K) implies 
n-+oo 

lim a('l!ni Un, v) = a(u; u, v) V v f K. 
n-+oo 

Then problem (N)has at least one solu.tion wt K. Moreover, every solution satisfies the 

estimate 

(4.35) llwllv < llIIlllK 1/a < lllllv1/a. 

(b) Assume that conditions (i) and (iii) are satisfied and that ( 4.33) holds V v t Sd = 

{ v f K I llvllK ~ d} for some fixed d > 0. Then, for every l f v' with 

· ( 4.36) II IIlllK' < ad, 

problem (N) has at least one solution w f Sd, for which ( 4.35) holds. 
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Proof A proof of part (a) is given in Girault and Raviart (1986), pp. 279 - 281. In effect; 

the following more general result is proved : 

Let K be a Hilbert space and a(·, ·) : V x V ~ ~ a mapping such that 

(i ) K is separable; 

(ii) a(v, v) 2:: allvllk- \Iv f K for some a> O; 

(iii) for each v f K, the map u ~ a( u, v) ,is sequentially weakly continuous pn K; 

(iv ) for each u f K, the map v ~ a( u, v) is linear and continuous on K. 

Then, given h f K
1

, there exists at least one element w f K such that 

a(w,v) =<h,v> 'VvfI<. 

For every solution w, llwllK ~ llhllK1/a since 

We shall now give the proof of this result and show how it can .he adjusted to establish the 

analogue of (b). These alterations will be given in square brackets. To obtain Theorem 

4.4, define a(·,·) by a(u, v) = a(u; u, v) and set h .=III. 

(Note that if it is assumed that, for each v f I<, the map u ~ a( u, v) is linear and contin

uous, then the hypothesis (iii) above also holds (since every g f I( is weakly sequentially 

continuous; see (4.34)). Hence, for separable I<, the result above is a direct generalization 

of the Lax-Milgram theorem.) 

(1) We shall need the following result, which can be derived from the Brouwer fixed 

point theorem: 

Let H be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space with inner product (·, ·) and corresponding 

norm I· I· Let F be a continuous mapping from H into H with the following property: 

there exists a constant r > 0 such that 

(F(h), h) 2:: 0 for all hf H with I h I= r. 
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Then there exist an ht: H such that F(h) = 0 and I h I :5 r. 

(2) Using (1), we now construct a sequence of approximate solutions via the Galerkin 

method. Since the space K is separable, there exists a linearly independent subset S = 

{ Vn I n ~ 1} of K such that span( S) ·is dense in K. For each n ~ 1, let Kn denote 

span( {vi, ... , vn}) and consider the following problem: 

(Nn) Find Wn f Kn such that a(wn,v) = < h,v > Vv €Kn. 

Define the mapping Fn: Kn--+ Kn by 

(Fn(v),vi)K = a(v,vi) - < h,vi >, 1 < z < n. 

Then Wn t: Kn is a solution of problem (Nn) iff Fn(wn) = 0. Clearly, (Fn(v), v)K -

a(v, v) - . < h, v > V v t: Kn, so that from hypothesis (ii) we obtain: 

Hence, choosing r = llhllK•/a, we get for all v t: Kn with llvllK = r that 

(Fn(v),v)K ~ 0 [because r :5 d when llhllK' :5 ad]. Moreover, Fn is continuous in Kn 

by virtue of hypothesis (iii). Since Kn is finite-dimensional, we may apply (1): 

there exists at least one solution Wn of problem (Nn) [such that llwnllK :5 r]. 

If Wn is any solution of problem (Nn) [and if Wn t: Sd], then it follows from the inequality 

following the definition of Fn that llwnllK :5 r. 

(3) Construct a sequence ( wn) in K by taking, for each n, one arbitrary solution of 

problem (Nn) [out of those solutions generated by (1)]. Then this sequence is bounded 

in K. Since K is a Hilbert space and therefore reflexive, it follows from a well-known 

theorem that we can extract a subsequence (wm) and some w f K such that Wm --+ w 

weakly in K. Now hypothesis (iii) implies that 

lim a(wm, v) - a(w, v) V v t: K. 
m-+oo 
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For an arbitrary Vi, it follows from (Nn) that a(wm,vi) = < h,vi > V m ;:::: i, which 

implies that a(w, v) = < h, v > V v t Sand so V v t span(S). Since span(S) is dense in. 

K, it follows from (iv) and the continuity of h that the equation holds V v t K. D 

Theorem 4.5 (a) . Assume that 

. (i ) the bilinear form a( u; ·, ·) is .uniformly K-elliptic with respect to u, i.e., there exists 

a· constant a > 0 such that 

(4.37) a(u;v,v) > allvllk- Vu,vtK; 

(ii) the mapping u--+ IIA(u) : K--+ C(K,I<') is locally Lipschitz continuous, i.e., there 

exists a continuous increasing function L : ~+ --+ ~+ such that for all r >. 0 

(4 38) !a(u1;v,w)-a(u2;v,w)I llIIA( ) ITA( )II 
· v,~uyK llvllvllwllv · = U1 - U2 L(K,K') 

Then, for every l t V' satisfying 

problem (N) has a unique solution, for which the estimate (4.35) holds. 

(b) Assume that condition (ii) is satisfied and that ( 4.37) holds for all u t Sd for some 

fixed d > 0. Then, for every l t V' satisfying ( 4.36) and ( 4.39), problem (N) has a solution 

in sd, which is unique in sd and satisfies (4.35). 

Proof As in the proof of Theorem 4.4, we shall now show how the proof of (a) given in 

Girault and Raviart (1986), p. 282, can be adapted to establish (b ). 

From ( 4.37) and the Lax-Milgram theorem (see proof of Theorem 4.1) it follows that, for 
I . 

each v t K [v t Sd], the operator IIA(v) t C(K,K
1

) is bijective and T(v) = (ITA(v)t 1 

belongs to X = C(K',K) with llT(v)llx $ 1/a. Equation (4.32) can now be written as 
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w = F(w) in K, where F(v) = T(v)lll V v f. K. 

We shall now show that Fis a contraction on Sri where r = llIIZllK•/a > 0. 

(If llIIIllK' = 0, then w = 0.) For all u, v f. Sr (since r :::; d when ( 4.36) holds], 

T(u) - T(v) T(u)[IIA(v) · T(v)) - (T(u) · 11A(u))T(v) 

T(u)[IIA(v) - 11A(u))T(v) 

so that, from (4.38), 

llT(u) - T(v)llx < (1/a~II1A(v) - IlA(v)llc(K,K')·(l/a) 

< L(r~lu-tjlv/a2 

and thus, by ( 4.39), 

llF(u) - F(v)llv - ll(T(u) -T(u))IIlllv 

< L(r~lu - vllvllIIIllK•/a2 = C llu - vllvwithC > 1 

Since Sr is closed and therefore complete, it follows that F has a unique fixed point in 

Sr, say w. By definition of Sri w satisfies (4.35). 

For every v f. K (v f. Sd], F(v) f. Sr because 

llF(v)llv :5 llT(v)llxll111llK' :5 llIIZllK•/a r. 

Thus, if w' f. K [w' f. Sd] is a~y fixed point of F, then w' = F(w
1

) f. Sr and hence w' = w 

according to the previous paragraph. This proves that the solution w f. Sr of problem (N) 

is unique in K (in Sd]· D 

It is easily verified that if ( w, n) is. a solution of problem (NVP), then w is a solution of 

problem (N). As in the linear case, the converse statement holds when the LBB condition 

is satisfied : 

Theorem 4.6 (a) Assume that b(·, ·) satisfies that LBB condition. Then, for each 

solution w of problem (N), there exists a unique n f. M such that ( w, n) is a solution of 

problem (NVP). 
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(b) Let B f C(V, M) be defined as in ( 4.15) and assume that Rg(B) is closed. Then, 

for each solution w of problem (N), there exists a unique n f Rg(B) such that ( w, n + m) 

is a solution of problem (NVP) for every m f Rg(B)l.. 

Proof (a) For a given l, assume that w is a solution of problem (N). Then Bw = 0 

since w f K. Furthermore, II( l - A( w )w) = 0 and· thus l - A( w)w f Ka. By Lemma 

4.l(c), there exists a unique n f M such that Iln = l -A(w)w. (Note that the approach 

used in proving Theorem 4.l(a) fails here for nonzero k f M
1

.) 

(b) This follows immediately via the arguments used in the proofs of Theorem 4 .1 (b) 

and (a) above. D 

It remains to derive general a priori estimates for the_ solution(s) of problem (NVP). Let 

( w, n) be any solution. 

(i) If a(·;·,·) satisfies (4.33), then it follows from 

oJlwlli ~ a(w; w, w) = < l, w > ~ llIIlllK' llwllv 

that w satisfies (4;35). 

(ii) If b(·, ·) satisfies that LBB condition, or Rg(B) is closed and n f Rg(B), then it 

follows from ( 4.11) that 

' 
(4.40) llnllM < 111-A(w)wllv•/,B < (lllllv• + llA(w)wllv•)/,B 

< (lllllv• + llA(w)llc(v,v')llwllv)/,B. 

If we also assume that a(·;·,·) : V x V x V -+ ~ is a trilinear continuous form with 

norm llall, then A f C(V, C(V, V
1

)) and llAll ~ llall. Hence, when (i) applies, 

(4.41) llnllM < (lllllv• + llall·llwlli)/,B < lllllv•(l + lllllv•llall/0
2
)/,B. 
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4.4 The Navier-Stokes problem 

In the present section, we shall apply the results of section 4.3 to the Navier-Stokes 

problem, i.e., problem (Var) with e = 1. 

With the notation as before, let 1 S k :::; 4 be fixed. To put problem (Var)k w_ithin the 

framework of section 4.3, we set: 

( 4.42) V = Vi, M = L2(0) x Nk 

with inner products (·, ·h, (·, ·) and norms II· Iii, II· II as in (4.16), 

a(w; u, v) = a0 (u, v) + a1(w, u, v) + a1(u0
, u, v) + a1(u, u0

, v) 

with a0 (u, v) = ~e(Dii(u), Dii(v))o 

and a1((w, u, v) =Jn WjUiJVi dx, 

b(v, (q, r)) = ~((q, r), (divv, vn)), 

< l, v > = (f, v)0 - a0 (u0
, v) - a1(u0

, u0
, v). 

It is clear that the spaces V, M and the forms a0 ( ·, ·), b( ·, ·) are precisely those used in 

section 4.2, so that their properties are known. As before, 

It remains to determine the properties of a1 ( ·, ·, ·), a(·; ·, ·) and < l, · >. 

Lemma 4.5 (a) Let n be a bounded domain in ~2 with a Lipschitz continuous boundary. 

Then the form a1(·,·,·) is well-defined, trilinear and continuous on (H1(0)2
)
3

. 

(b) Let n be as above and let A be a (possibly empty) portion of 80. Let v, w € H 1 (0)2 

with divw = 0 and 1(w) · n lan\A = 0. Then 

(c) Let w € K. Then, for problems I - IV, we have 
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(4.44) a1(w, v, v) = b V v f H, 

(4.45) a1(w, u, v) + a1(w,v, u) = c Vu, v f H, 

where b, c and H are defined respectively by 

I, IV H = H1(fl)2
, b = c = O; 

II H = {v f H1(n)2 I rAo(v)(x2) = rA1 (v)(x2) for a.e.x2}, 

b = c = O; 

III H = {v f H 1(fl) 2 I rA
0
t(v) = O}, b = (1/2) fA

0 
1(w1)T(v1)2ds, 

· C :__ f A
0 

r( W1)T( U1 h( V1 )ds. 

( d) For every v f H (with H as in ( c)), the mapping u -+ a1 ( u, u, v) is sequentially 

weakly continuous on K. 

Proof - (a) According to the Sobolev imbedding theorem (cf., e.g., Adams (1975)), the 

space H 1 (fl) is continuously imbed9.~d in L4 (fl), i.e., H 1(fl) C L4 (fl) and there exists a 

constant c = c(fl) such that llhllo,4 $ qlhlh V h f H 1(fl). (As usual, L4(fl) denotes the 

space of ( cosets of) functions h : n -+ ~ such that I h 14 is Lebesgue-integrable, and is 

equipped with the norm 

1 

llhllo,4,n = (fo I h 14 dx) r = Vllh2 llo,n·) 

Thus, if u,v,w f H 1(fl)2 , then vi,w; f L4(fl), so that vf,w] f L2(fl). By Holder's 

inequality, 

and thus viw; f L2(fl). Thus, again by Holders inequality, 
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Hence, a1(·, ·, ·) is well-defined and bounded, with norm lla111 ~. 4c2. The linearity is 

obvious. 

This proof is given in Ladyzhenskaya (1963), p. 96, and: Girault and Raviart (1986), 

p. 284. Generalizations of the result can be found in Temam (1983), pp. 12-13. 

(b) An important property of the Sobolev spaces is that the smooth functions are dense. 

in them. Specifically, the space 1J(O) = {h lo I h € 1J(~2)} is dense in H 1(0). Let w be 

as given in the lemma. Then, for every v € 1J(0)2, it follows from the standard Green's 

formula that 

a1(w, v, v) lo WjVi,jVidx = (1/2) lo Wj(ViVi),j dx 

(1/2) { 1(wj)ViVinjdS - (1/2) { Wj,jViVi dx lao lo 
- (1/2) l·1(wj)n;vivi ds = a2(w, v), say.· 

Let v € H1 (0)2 • The'u there exists a sequences (vn) in 1J(0)2 such that vn---+ v in H1(0)2. 

Moreover, every vn satisfies the equation above. From (a) and the boundedness of llvnlh 

(since every (weakly or strongly) convergent sequence is bounded), it follows that (with 

no summation over n) : 

According to the Sobolev-imbedding theorem, Ht(A) is continuously imbedded in L4 (A) 

(cf. Grisvard (1985), pp. 27, 25, 37). Let K = K(A) be the·imbedding constant. Then 

I a2(w, v) I ~ mJh(vi)l(vi)llo,A - m(ll1(v1)11~,4,A + lh(v2)11~,4,A) 

< K
2mJl1(v)llt.A < oo 
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where m = ll1(wi)njllo,A/2. Furthermore, 

2 

I a2(w, v) - a2(w, vn) I:::; L mll1(vi)2 - 1(vi)2llo,A 
i=l 

2 2 

- L mJ (I( Vi - vf )2, 1( Vi + vf )2 )0,A :::; L mlh( Vi - vi) llo,4A lb( Vi + vi) llo,4,A 
i=l i=l 

2 2 

< L K 2mll1(vi - vi)ll!,Alh(vi + vi)ll!,A :::; L C1lvi - vfll1llvi +villi 
i=l i=l 

< 2qjv - vnlh(llvll1 + llvnll1) __... 0 as n __... oo 

Thus, we have proved that 

· (c) By the definition of K (and Vi), if w f K then divw = 0 and 

I, IV 1( w) · n = 0 on an so that ( 4.44) follows immediately from (b) (with A an 

empty set); 

II 1(w} · n = 0 on r U E, so that (4.44) follows from (b) (with A= Ao U A1 ) 

and the periodicity of v and w; 

III 1(w) ·.n-:- 0 on an\ A0 , so that (4.44) follows from (b) (with A= A0 ) and 

the definitions of V3 and H. 

To obtain (4.45), we use (4.44) to evaluate a1(w, u + v, u + v), expand the left hand 

side ·via the multilinear properties of a1 ( ·, ·, ·) and then apply ( 4.44) to a1 ( w, u, u) and 

a1(w, v, v) .. 

(d) Let u f Kand let (un) be a sequence in K such that un __... u weakly in K. Then 

un __... u weakly in H1(n)2 because (H1(n)2 )
1 

C K'. By the Sobolev imbedding theorem, 

H1(n) is compactly imbedded into L2(n), which implies that un __... u strongly in L2(n)2. 

For each of the problems I - IV, the space 1l = H n D(n) 2 is dense in H. (This is true for 

problem II if the periodic smooth functions are dense in the periodic Sobolev functions. 
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We shall not attempt to prove this, but shall assume· that it is true). Let v t 1i. Since 

K C H, it follows from (4.45) that 

a1(u, u, v) = c(u, v) - a1(u, v, u), 

a1(un, un, v) = c(un, v) - a1(un, v, un) V n, 

where 

c(u, v) = fA
0 

1(ui)21(vi) ds in problem HI and c(·, ·) = 0 for the other problems. Since v 

is smooth, I Vi I and I Vi,i I are bounded on n by some constant, say d. Hence, 

I a1(u, v, u) - a1(un, v, un) I ~ k I Vi,j I· I UiUj - ufuj I dx 

2 

< i~l d k (I Ui - ui I · I Uj I+ I ui I · I Uj - uj I) dx 

2 

< L d(llui - uillolluillo + lluillollui - ujllo) 
i,j=l 

If T t Ht(A 0 )
1

, then T '/Ao t K' and thus T(JA
0
(un))-+ T(JA

0
(u)). Hence, /A 0 (un)-+. 

/A
0
(u) weakly in Ht(A 0 ), and therefore strongly in L2(A 0 ), since Ht(A 0 ) is compactly 

imbedded in L2(A0 ). It now follows (for problem IH) in formally the same manner as 

above that 

I c(u, v) - c(un, v) I < 4d(llJ(u)llo,A + ll1(un)llo,A)ll1(u) -1(un)llo,A 

-+ 0 as n -+ oo. 

Thus lim a1(un,un,v) = a1(u,u,v) Vvt1i. 
n-+oo 

Let v t Hand let (vm) be a sequence in 1{ such that vm-+ v in H1(n) 2
• Lets= 

sup {llunll1, llulli} < oo. Then, for every m and n, 
n 

I a1(u, u, v) - a1(un, un, v) I 

< I a1(u,u,v-vm) I+ Arnn+ I a1(un,un,vm -v) I 
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Let c > 0 be given. Choose M so that llv - vMll1 < c/(4s~la1 11). Since vM f 'H, we can 

choose N so that AMn < c/2 \/ n 2: N. Hence, I a1(u, u, v) - a1(un, un, v) I< c 

\/ n ;::: N. Thus, the equation above holds for every v f H. D 

It follows from (a) and the properties of a0 (·, ·)that a(·;·,·) is well-defined on 

Vi x Vi x Vi and that the mapping ( u, v) -+ a( w; u, v) is a continuous bilinear form on 

Vi x Vi for every w f Vi. In fact, for every w f Vi we have 

so that 

It is clear from (a) that, for every v in I<, the mapping u -+ a0 (u, v) + a1(u0
, u, v) + 

a1(u, u0 , v) belongs to J(. Using (d), this implies that the mapping u-+ a(u, u, v) is 

sequentially weakly continuous on I< for every v in I<. 

Furthermore, for all Ui, U2, v and win vk, 

I a(ui, v, w) - a(u2 , v, w) I 

Hence, condition (4.38) is satisfied with L(r) = lla1 ll for all r, i.e., ITA is uniformly 

Lipschitz continuous in I<. 

For problems I; II and IV, it follows from (c) that a1(u, v, v) = 0 \/ 'U f I<, \/ v f Vi. 

Moreover, from the properties of u0 and the proof of ( c) it is clear that a1 ( u0
, v, v) = 

0 \/ v f Vi (since 1E(v) = 0). Therefore, 

a(u, v, v) - a0 (v, v) + a1(v, u0
, v) 
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Since llu0 1h < K(fl~luolb::, it follows that the hypotheses ( 4.33) and ( 4.37) are satisfied, 

with a= ao - lla1ll·llu0 lli, when lluollE is sufficiently small. In the case of problem III, 

a(u, v, v) ao(v, v) + a1(u, v, v) + a1(u0
, v, v) + a1(v, u0

, v) 

Let c and d be arbitrary positive constants such that 0 < 2c + d < ao/lla1 II· Then ( 4.33) 

holds for all v € Sd and (4.37) holds for all u € Sd and v € K, with a= a0 - (2c + d~laill, 

if llu0 11i :5 c. 

Finally, since the Sobolev space8 are separable, K is too. 

It was proved in chapter 3 that it is always possible to define u0 such that llu0 11i < 

J<]luollE, where K is a constant whi~h depends only on n. Choose U = v/ L. Then it 

follows from the estimates derived earlier that 

llaoll :5 2J3 < 4, lla1ll < C(fl), llfllo _ :5 . gm/v2 with m(fl) = Jmeas(fl)/ L3 

./Voi/L3, 

and therefore 

lllllv' :5 gm/v2 + (4 + CKu)Ku, where u denotes lluollE· Furthermore, we may take 

ao = A(fl). 

For problems I, II and IV, a sufficient condition for ( 4.33) and ( 4.37) to hold is therefore 

that 

(4.46) u <A/CK. 

· Then we may set a= A - CKu > 0, so that a sufficient condition for (4.39) to hold is 

that 

gm/v2 + (4 + CKu)Ku <(A- CKu)2/C, or equivalently, 

(4.47) gm/v2 + (4 + 2A)Ku < A2/C. 
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It is easy to see that (4.47) implies (4.46). For (4.33) and (4.37) to be satisfied with 

respect to Sd in the case of problem III, it is sufficient that 

(4.48) d + 2Ku < A/C. 

Then a = A - ( d + 2K u )C > 0, so that for ( 4.39) to hold it is sufficient that 

(4.50) (4 + CKu)Ku < (A-(d + 2Ku)C)2/C, 

and for ( 4.36) to hold it is sufficient that 

(4.51) (4 + CKu)Ku < d(A- (d + 2Ku)C). 

From the results of this section and theorems 4.4 - 4.6 we can derive the following: · 

Theorem 4. 7 Assume that n and Uo satisfy the regularity requirements, etc. specified 

in chapters 2 and 3. 

(a) Then, for each of problems I, II and IV, there exist constants Ci, C2 and C3 (with 

C3 < C1 ) whi~h depend only on n such that problem (NVP) has at least one solution 

w € K when llnollI: < C1 • Moreover, w is unique if C2g/v2 + llnollI: < C3. 

For every solution w of problem (NVP), there exists a unique pair (p, ,\) € S such that 

(w,p + c, ,\+er*) is a solution of problem (Var) for every c € ?R, with S and r* as in 

(4.20). Every solution of problem (Var) is generated in this manner.· 

(b) In the case of problem III, there exists constants C4 and Cs which depend only on 

.n such that problem (NVP) has at least one solution w ~ Sd when d + C~luol!I: < Cs. 

Furthermore, for every d <Cs there exists a constant Cs= Cs(S1, d) such that w is unique 

in Sd when llnollI: <Cs. 

For every solution w of problem (NVP) there exists a unique pair (p, ,\) such that ( w, p, ,\) 

is a solution of problem (Var). D 
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Let (w,p, .\) be as above. For problems I, II and IV, it follows from (4.35) that when 

( 4.46) holds, then 

(
4

.
52

) llwll1 < (gm/v2 + (4 + CKu)Ku)/(A- CKu) 

< C7(0)(g/v2 + u) for sufficiently small u. 

it follows from ( 4.40) and ( 4.52) that 

(
4
.
53

) llPllo, ll.\llk < (gm/v 2 + (llwlli + Ku)[4 + C(llwll1 + Ku)])//3 

< Cs( n )(g I v2 + u) for sufficiently small g I v2
' u. 

In the case of problem III, similar estimates hold (with g = 0 and A - CK u replaced 

by A- (d + 2Ku)C in (4.52)) when (4.48) is satisfied. 

Set u = w + u0
• Then llull1 :::; llwlli + Ku and 

(i ) . a0 (u, v) +a1(u, u, v) ~ (p, divv)0 - [,\, vn]k = (f, v)o \/ v t Vi, 

(ii) (q, divu)o + [T, un]k = 0 \/ (q, T) t L2(0) X Nk. 

Define u01 ,(w1
,p

1
,,\

1
), u' and (u*,p*,,\*) in the same way as was done for the Stokes 

problem in section 4.2. Then it again follows that u* t Vi, di vu* = 0 and u~ = 0.,- so that 

ao(u*, v) + a1(u, u, v) - a1(u', u', v) = 0 \;/ v t Vi. 

Set v = u*. Then we have 

0 - a0 (u*,u*)+a1(u,u,u*)-a1(u',u',u*) 

- a0 (u*, u*) + a1(u*, u, u*) + a1(u', u*, u*) 

Hence, via ( 4.52) it follows that u* = 0 when g / v2 + u is sufficiently small. It then follows, 

by exactly the same argument as for the Stokes problem, that p* = 0 and ,\ * = 0. thus, 

for a given u0 , (u,p, ,\) is independent of the choice of u0 if g/v2 + u is sufficiently small. 
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Furthermore, it is clear from the discussion of section 4.2 that problem (Var) is related to 

problem (Aux) in precisely the same way as in the case of the Stokes problem, since the 

nonlinear term can easily be incorporated into the arguments used there. 

If the existence and uniqueness results for the problems (Var) associated with problems I 

- IV are compared to the well-known theory of the corresponding Dirichlet problems, the 

following is clear: 

(1) For the Stokes problem, the situations are essentially identical : for data (external 

forces, prescribed velocity) of arbitrary magnitude, there exist a corresponding velocity 

field u, which is uniquely determined, and a pressure field p, which is unique up to 

an additive constant (with the exception of problem III, where p is unique due to the 

condition r(u,p)n · n ~ 0 on A0 and the uniqueness of u), which constitute (part of) a 

solution. 

(2) In the case of the Navier-Stokes problem, however, there is a fundamental difference. 

For the Dirichlet problem, solutions ( u, p) exist for data of any magnitude. For sufficiently 

small data, u is unique and pis unique up to an additive constant. For problems I - IV, 

existence of solutions can apparently only be established for small data. Moreover, for 

problem III the solution is possibly non-unique regardless of how small the data is (since 

the theorem above only shows that u is unique in some neighbourhood of 0). 

The reason why the theory for the Dirichlet problem fails to carry over to problem (Var) 

in the nonlinear case is the following: 

In the case of the Dirichlet problem, the form a(·; ·,) is exactly as in the present section, 

but V = HJ(n)2 and Bv = divv so that K = {v f HJ(n)2 I divv = O} = Ko, say. 

Consequently, the following result can be used to prove that a(·;·,·) satisfies ( 4.37): · 

Lemma Let n be a bounded domain in ~2 with a Lipschitz continuous boundary 

an. Let f i, ... ,rm denote the connected components on an. Then, given a function 

Uo f Ht(an)2 with fr, g · Il ds = 0, i = 1, ... ,m, there exists for any e > 0 a function 
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u0 = u0 (c:) f H 1(0)2 such that 

divu0 = 0, [(u0
) = uo, I a1(v, u0

, v) I~ c: Iv I~ V v f K0 . D 

Together with Korn's inequalities, this lemma represents the main technical step in solving 

the nonhomogeneous Dirichlet problem. The proof (due to E. Hopf) can be found in 

Girault and Raviart (1986), pp. 287 - 291, and (for a C2 domain) in Temam (1979), 

pp. 175 - 178. Unfortunately, this proof fails work when Ko is replaced by the spaces K 

associated with problems I - IV. 

We have now completed our study of problem (Aux). It remains to make some remarks 

on our approach in general. Firstly, the variational formulation (Var) of pr,ablem (Aux) 

is not the only possibility. From its derivation it is clear that all the Dirichlet boundary 

conditions can be handled via Lagrange multiplies. With respect to those portions of 

the boundary where mixed conditions are applied (e.g., f, A,, and A0 in problem III), 

the corresponding multiplier yields a functional representation of one component of the 

surface stress, a quantity that would otherwise not be available since it does not have 

a well-defined trace. In view of equation (2.16), the use of the multiplier ..\ is natural. 

Observe that the use of additional multipliers does not affect the K-ellipticity of the 

form a (which is perhaps the most crucial issue) since the space K remains unchanged 

(although Vis replaced by a larger space). However, this introduction of additio~al vari

ables would complicate the analysis without producing any compensatory advantage. The 

incompressibility constraint is enforced via a Lagrange multiplier because this formulati~n 

arises naturally in the analysis and is a standard approach used in finite element studies 

of similar problems. Moreover, the multiplie~ p represents a physically meaningful and 

important quantity. 

Finally, one cannot fail to observe the significant role of arguments based on the solution 

of fixed point problems in establishing the theory used for our study of the N avier-Stokes 

problem: 

the analysis of the classical Navier-Stokes problem given in Ladyzhenskaya (1969) is based 

on the Leray-Schauder principle, which is a consequence of the Brouwer fixed point the-
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orem; 

the proof of Theorem 4.4 utilizes a consequence of Brouwer's fixed point theorem; . 

the proof of Theorem 4.5 is based on the cbntraction principle. Moreover, the basic 

strategy for solving problem (FBP) itself is usually based on the.contraction principle. 
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5 Free Surface Dependence of the Auxiliary 

Problem 

In this chapter we shall consider step (b) of the strategy set out in section 2.3 for solving 

problem (FBP). The major part of the chapter is devoted to establishing the continuous 

dependence of the function A, which appears in the solution of problem (Var), on the 

position of the free surface (section 5.1 ): The remaining aspects of step (b) and the 

approach as a whole are then discussed briefly (section 5.2). 

5.1 Dependence of (Var} on the free surface position 

The method used here is based on the same strategy as that of Pukhnachov (1972a) (with 

the relevant differential equations and Schauder estimates replaced by the corresponding 

variational equations and estimates given in sections 4.2 and 4.4). Although the procedure 

will be carried out only for the case of problem IV (with no slip), similar arguments apply 

in the case of the other problems. 

It is clear from the results of the previous section and the results mentioned in chapter 

1 that we can only hope to solve problem (FBP) when D = lluollE + g/v2 is in some 

neighbourhood of zero. Thus, consider the special case when D = 0, i.e., the static 

problem with zero gravity. Then for every f satisfying the relevant conditions, the general 

solution of problem (Var) is (u,p, A) = (0, r, rr*), r f ~' with r* as in ( 4.20). Via a 

suitable choice of axes it can be ensured that condition (2.18) is equivalent to 

(5.1) J~ J(t)dt = o. 

Thus, to determine the position of the free surface it remains to find a non-negative 

constant panda function Jo which satisfy (2.16), (2.171V) and (5.1). Set k = µv/<7L and 

assume that Pa is given as a function of x 1 in £ 1(0, 1). Then (2.16) becomes 
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If Pa is sufficiently close to a constant (i.e., when J~ I Pa - f0
1 Padx I dy is small enough) 

the problem can be solved by integrating twice, to obtain 

(5.2) p = J; Pa dx - 2c/b/1 + c2
, 

fo(x) = J; Q(t)dt - J~ J; Q(t)dtdx, 0 ~ x < 1, 

where Q(t) = P(t) / J1 :-- P(t)2 and 

P(t) = k (J~ Pa(s) ds - t J~ Pa(s) ds) + c(2t - 1)/v'l + c2
, 0 < t < 1. 

If it is assumed that Pa E L00 (0, 1) (essentially bounded), then it can be proved that 

fo E C1
•
1(0, 1). 

In order to minimize the technical detail of the presentation, we shall assume that the 

.domain has the following simple geometry: 

For every f E F(f0 ,c) = {! E C1•1(0, 1) I J~ fdx = 0, -J'(O) = c . /(1), 

II/ - foll1,1 ~ c}, set n(f) = {x E ~2 I 0 < X1 < 1, -h < X2 </(xi)}, 

~ = {x E ~2 I 0 < x 1 < 1, x 2 = -h} and define f(f), Ao and A1 as before. (By taking 

Pa close to a constant and c small enough, it can be ensured that llfolh,1 ~ 8/2, say. 

Then llflh,~ ~· 8 when c ~ 8/2.) Our aim it to show that the mapping f -+ >.(!) is 

Lipschitz continuous on F(f0 , c) (where >. is defined as in Theorem 4.3 when e = 0 and as 
. 1 

in Theorem 4.7 when e = 1.) For this it is necessary to define a norm on N(f) = HJo(f(f)) 

which is independent of f. . 

1 • 

If v E HJo(f(f)), then v(x) = v(x1 ). Hence, the inner product defined in (3.7) can be 

written as (u, v)00 = 11 +12 + 12 where 

11 - f . uv ds = [1 u(x)v(x)S(f)(x) dx with S(f)(x) = J1 + f'(x) 2 

Jr(!) lo 
12 f uv / p ds, etc., and 

Jr(!) 
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]3 - f f R(u, v)(x, y)/d(x, y) ds(x) ds(y) 
Jr(!) Jr(!) 

- fo1 fo1 
R(u,v)(x,y)S(f)(x)S(f)(y)/d(x,y) dx dy 

'Yhere R(u,v)(x,y) = (u(x) - u(y))(v(x) - v(y)), d(x,y) =Ix - y 12 +I J(x) - J(y) 12 

and s(x) =IC: S(f)(t) dt. 

Since 1 ~ S(f)(x) ~ JI+ <52 and Ix - y 1 2 ·~ d(x, y) < (1 + <5
2

) Ix -- y 1
2

, the 
1 

inner product on HJo(f (f)) defined by 

(5.3) (u, v )00 =I~ I~ R(u, v )(x, y)/ Ix - y 12 dx dy + I~(l + 1/ p(x))u(x)v(x) dx 

is independent of f and generates a norm II · 11 00 which is equivalent to II · lloo· We shall 
1 

denote the corresponding space by HJo(O, 1) or N. 

Furthermore, to en.sure that the representation of ;(Si;)n;ni depends on f only through 

the dependence of n on f, we replace ( ·, · )oo,r(f) by ( ·, · )00
• Then, by arguments identical to 

those used in chapter 3 to derive problem (Var), we obtain the following weak formulation 

of problem (Aux): 

1 

(W) Given u0 f HJo(E)2 with IE u0 · n ds = 0, find (u,r,77) f V(f) x Q(f) x N such 

that 

(5.4) ao(u, v) + ea1(u, u, v) - (r, divv)0 - (77, vn)00 = (f, v)0 'V v f V(f), 

(5.5) ( q, divv)o + ( T, un)00 'V ( q, T) f M(f), 

where V(f) - {v t: H 1(0(J))2 I 1(v) = O on 80 \ f}, Q(f) = L2(0(f)) and M(f) -

Q(f) x N. 

Since the operator B associated with problem (W) is identical to that of problem (Var), 

it follows precisely as in chapter 4 that there exist unique functions u f .V and ( r, 77) f S, 

J 
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with Sas in (4.19), such that (u, r+t, 17+t17*) is a solution of problem (W) for every t t: ~ 

(under the assumption that D is sufficiently small when e = 1 to ensure that problem 

(NVP) has a unique solution). Here the function 77*(!) t: N is .determined uniquely (via 

the Riesz representation theorem) by the relation 

(5.6) (77*(!),r)00 =-fr(!) T ds Vu N. 

(Since N(f) and N have equival.ent norms and are equal as sets, it follows that the 

identity map i(f) : N(J)' --+ N' is an isomorphism. Let j(J) and J denote the 

respective Riesz maps. Then <P(f) = j-1 · i(f) · j(f) is a (normed space) isomorphism 

from N(f) onto N with the property that 

(<P(.X),r)00 = (.X,r)00 V ..\, T f. N(f) = N. 

By using <P and arguments similar to those following ( 4.52) it can be proved that if ( u', p, ..\) 

is the solution with (p, ..\) t: S (and u' = w(u0 ) + u0
) of the corresponding problem (Var), 

then u = u' and (r, 77) is the orthogo~al proje~tion in M(f) of (p, <P(.X)) on S, i.e., 

(r, 77) = (p, <P(..\)) - z(l, 77*) with z = (J0 p dx - fr <P(..\)ds )/11(1, 77*)llL ). 

Form = 1, 2, let /,.., t: F(f0 ,c) be fixed, denote n(fm) by nm, V(Jm) by Vm, etc. and 

let (um, rm, 77m) be the solution with (rm, 77m) t: Sm of problem (W)m· As in chapter 4, it 

follows that (when Dis sufficiently small) there exists a constant Um which depends only 

on nm such that llumlh + llrmllo + ll77mll00 :5 UmD. Using this fact, we shall now show 

that there exists a constant U = U(h, 6) such that 11111 - 77211 00 :5 U ~l/1 - /211, where 

II · II denotes II · llc1.110,1]· 

The first step is to define a smooth (class C1 ) bijective mapping T : n2 --+ n1 : x --+ z. Let 

g be any strictly monotone increasing (and thus invertible), smooth, real-valued function· 

defined on [-h, 6]. For every x t: n2 , define z t: n1 by 

(5.7) 
{ 

Zt = X1 

z2 == (f1(x1)[g(x2) - g(-h)] + h[g(x2) - g(f2(x1))])/(g(f2(x1)) - g(-h)). 
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It is easy to see that Eis mapped onto E, f 2ontof1, etc. With g(x) = x, we obtain the 

map 

with derivatives 

8zif 8x1 = 1, 8zif 8x2 = 0 

(5.9) 8z2/8x1 = (z2 + h) ((h + h)J~ - (!1 + h)J~) /(h+ h)(J1 + h) = A(z), 

'8z2/8x2 = (J1(zi) + h)/(J2(z1) + h) = B(z), say. 

The inverse map is of identical form, with the roles of x and h exchanged with those of z 

and J1 in (5.8). Furthermore, 8(xi,x2)/8(zi,z2) = 1/B = J(z), say. Let g be a function 

defined on 0 2. Then we denote by 9 the function defined on 0 1 by 9(z) = g(x). If follows 

that 

(5.10) fn2 g dx = fn1 9Jdz, 

(5.11) 9,1(x) = (9,1 + A9,2)(z), g,2(x) = (B9,2)(z). 

It follows from the inequality 

( h - h) I ( h + h) :5 ( h + Jo - c;) I ( h + J 0 + c;) < J :5 ( h + Jo + c;) I ( h + J 0 - c;) 

:5 (h + h)/(h - h) 

that gt L2(02) iff 9 E L2(0i) and that there exist constants K1 and K2, independent of 

g,9, Jl or J2, such that Klll9llo :5 119110 :5 K~l9llo· 

Similarly, for any vector-valued function v on 0 2, we define v on 01 by v(z) = v(x). 

Then (v)i =vi, i = 1, 2, so that 
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From the inequality (for arbitrary a, b i ~) 

-A413a2 - A213b2 $; 2(A213a)(A113b) = 2a(Ab). $; a2 + A2b2 

we get the identity 

(1 - A413 )a2 + (A2 - A213 + B2)b2 $; (a+ Ab)2 + (Bb)2 $; 2a2 + (2A2 + B2)b2. 

Furthermore, it follows from the inequality for J above and the analogous ones for A and 

B that J -+ 1, A -+ 0 and B -+ 1 when c -+ 0. Hence, for sufficiently small c, there 

exist constants K3 and K4 , of the type above, such that K~lull1 $; lliill1 $; K~lulh

Therefore, u t: H 1(02 )
2 iff ii t: H 1(0i)2

• 

Finally, for any function v on r 2' we define v on r 1 by v( zi) = v( X1). Clearly, ( u, v )00 = 

(u,v)00 v u,v t: N. 

The next step is to transform the equations (5.4) and (5.5) corresponding to 0 2 to 0 1 • 

Since T2 maps 802 \ r 2 onto 801 \ r 1 and H 1 ( 0 2)2 is mapped onto H1 ( 01 )2, it follows 

that V2 is mapped onto Vi by the mapping v -+ v. We know already that M2 is mapped · 

onto M 1 • Furthermore, for every u, v, w i V2 and (q, r) i M2 , 

ao(h)(u, v) - 2 f Dii(u)Dii(v) dx 102 
- fo

2 

(2u1,1V1,1 + (u1,2+ u~.1)(v1,2 + V2,1) + 2u2,2V2,2) dx 

- fo
1 

J[2(u1,1 + Au1,2)(v1,1 + Av1,2) + 2(Bu2,2)(Bv2,2) 

+ (Bu1,2 + U2,1 + Au2,2)(Bv1,2 + V2,1 + Av2,2)] dz 

- ao(ii, v); 

a1(h)(w, u, v) - f WjUi,jVi dx 
102 

- fo
1 

J[w1(u1,1 + Au1,2)v1 + w2(Bu1,2)v1 + w1(u2,1 + Au2,2)ii2 

+w2(Bu2,2)v2] dz 

- a1(w, ii, v); 

(q, divv)o,o2 = f02 qvi,i dx = f01 Jqd(v) dz= (ij, Jd(v))o,01 

where d(v) = v1,1 + Av1,2 + Bv2,2i 
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(f, v)o,n2 = (f2, v)o,n1 where f2 = Jf with fas in (4.16). 

With these definitions, equations (5.4) and (5.5) now become 

(5.12) lio(u2, v) + eai(u2, u2, v) - (r2, Jd(v))o - (112, n(v))00 = (f2, v)o V v t: Vi, 

(5.13) (q, Jd(u2))0 + (r, n(u2))00 = 0 \/ (q, r) t: Mi. 

Set u = ui - u2, r = ri ~ r2 and 1J = 7Ji - 172. Then, by subtracting equations (5.12) and 
, , 

(5.13) from (5.4) and (5.5) for !li and rearranging terms, we obtain: 

(5.14) a(u, v) + b(v, (r, 17)) = < l, v > V v t: Vi, 

(5.15) b(u, (q, r)) = < k, (q, r) > V (q, r) t: Mi, 

where a(u, v) = a0 (u, v) + eai(ui, u, v) + eai(u, u2 , v), 

b(v,(q,r)) = -(q,divv)0 -(r,vn))00
, 

< l, v > = (f - f2, v)0 + ao(u2, v) - a0 (u2, v) + eai(u2,u2, v) - eai(u2, u2, v) 

+(r2, divv - Jd(v))o + (172, Vn - n(v))00
, 

< k, (q, r) > = (q, div(u2) - Jd(u2))0 + (r, (u2)n - n(u2))00
• 

We shall refer to equations (5.14) and (5.15) as problem (D). From the inequalities derived 

earlier and the fact th~t they are linear and bijective, it follows that the mappings v -+ v : 

V2 -+ Vi, q-+ q: Q2 -+ Qi and T-+ f : N-+ N are isomorphisms. For simplicity, we 

shall denote these maps and their inverses jointly by F and R, respectively. The precise 

meaning will be clear form the context in which the symbol is used. 

By using the properties of F, Rand those established in sections 4.2 and 4.4 for the forms 

a0 (fm)(·, ·), ai(Jm)(·, ·, ·) and b(Jm)(·, ·), it is easy to prove that the forms a(,·) and 
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b( ·, ·) defined above are continuous bilinear forms on respectively and that Vi x Vi and 

Vi x M1, respectively, and that I E v; and . k E M;. For example, the boundedness of 

a ( ·, ·) is proved as follows: 

I a(w, v) I = I ao(Ji)(w, v} + ea1(J1)(ui, w, v) + ea1(h)(Rw, u2, Rv) I 

It is clear that the operator B associated with problem (D) is identical to the operator 

B1 of problem (W)i, so that Rg(B) = Si, etc. Furthermore, for all v E [( = /(1 = 

{v E Vi I divv · 0,vn = O}, 

a(v, v) - ao(v, v) + ea1(ui, v, v) + ea1(h)(Rv, u2, Rv) 

> aollvlli :_ ~la1(fh)ll · llu2lhllRvlli 

> {A(01) - eC(02)U2D / K5~1vlli · 

> aJlvlli 

. . 

where a = a(Oi) > 0 when e = 0, and a = a(Oi, 02, D) > 0 if D is sufficiently small 

when e = 1. (Using the properties of R, a0 and ai, the estimate for llu1111 derived in 

section 4.4, and the proof (4.44).) 

Hence, from section 4.1 it follows that there exists a unique solution (u', (r', 17
1

)) in Vi x S1 

of problem (D). Moreover, by ( 4.14), 

{5.16) ll(r',77')llM1 $ {1 + llall/a)(lllllv.' + llall · llkllM'/,8)/,8 
1 1 

where ,B(Oi)= inf sup b(v, (q, r))/llvlhll{q, T)ll > 0 (by the proof of Theorem 4.2(b )). 
(q,T) (Sty ( Vi 

(Note that it is not necessary to know whether k satisfies the condition stated in Theo~em 

4.2(b) since (5.16) holds in both cases.) Since (u, (r, 77)) E Vi x M1 is also a solution of 

problem (D), it follows that u' = u and that (r', 71
1

) is the orthogonal projection in M1 of 

(r,77) on Si, Le., 
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(r',17') = (r,77)-(y/z2)(1,77;) with Y = ((r,77),(l,77;))M1 = -((r2,112),(I,77;))M1 

(since (rll 111) t S1) and z = 11(1, 11;)llM1. This implies that 

We shall now show that each of the two terms in the right hand side is bounded from 

above by a term of the form Cll/1 - / 2 11 1 with the constant C independent of f 1 and /2. 

Since (r2, 112) t Rg(B2) = S2 = {(q, r) t M2 I ((q, r), (1, 77~))M2 = O}, (r2, 112) t F(S2) = 
{(p,.\) t Mi I ((p,.\),(J,772))M1 = o} and thus 

I YI < I ((r2, 112), (J, 112))M1 I + I ((r2, 772), (1, 11;) - (J, 112))M1 I 

< ~l(r2, 772)llM1 

where t = 11(1 - J, 11; -112)11M1 ~ u + v 

with u = Ill - lllo = 11(!1 - !2)/(!1 + h)llo ~ vv;;lllfi - /211/(h - t5) 

and v - 1111; - 1121100 

- sup [1 r(z)(S(f1)(z) - S(f2)(z)) dz/llrll 00 

HNJO 

< (sup I S(f1) - S(f2) 1) (sup llrllo/llrl1
00

) 
[0,1) 'T ~ N 

< sup I 1; - !~ I . I 1; + !~ 1/2 
(0,1) 

< ~l/1 - !211· 

(Using the definitions of 11i, i = 1, 2, and the fact that the Riesz map is an isometry.) 

Since z ~ lllllo = vv;;l, it follows that 

(5.18) I y I /z ~ UaDllf1 - /211 with Ua = K4U2(l/(h - t5) + t5/vv;;l). 

(2) For clarity, let u2 be denoted by w. For every (q, r) t Mi, I< k, (q, r) >I ~ k1 + k2 

with 
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k1 = llqllolldivw - Jd(w)llo = llqlloll(l - J)w1,1 + (1 - B)w2,2 ~ Aw1,2llo 

~ llqllo(k3 + k4)11wlh ~ U2D(ka + k4 + ks)llqllo 

where ka =sup I 1 - JI= sup I (!1 - !2)/(!1 + h) I~ llf1 - hll/(h - h), 
[0,1) [0,1) 

k4 =sup I 1 - BI = sup I !2 - !1 I/ I !2 + h I~ llfi - hlV(h - h) 
[0,1) [O,l) 

and ks =sup I A I ~ ((h + h)/(h - h)).sup(I h + h I . I 1; - !~ I + I !2 - !1 I . I !~ I) 
[0,1) (O;l) 

~ (h + h)(h + 2h)llf1 - !211/(h - h)2; 

k6 = 11(1/ S(fi) - 1/ S(J2)h(w2)1100
, and k7 = II(!;/ S(J1) - !~/ S(J2)h(wi)ll00 

(with S(f) defined as in the paragraph preceding (5.3)). 

In general, if v f C0 •1[0, 1) and w f N, then vw t: N and llvwll 00 ~ ./31ivllo,1llwi100
• 

(This follows from the definitions of N, II · 11 00 and the following inequalities: 

(vw)(x)2·(1+1/p)(x) ~(sup Iv 1)2w(x)2(1+1/p)(x) 'V x f [O, 1), 
. ~.~ 

[(vw)(x) - (vw)(y)]2/(x -y)2 

= [(v(x) - v(y))w(x) + v(y)(w(x) - w(y))J2/(x - y)2 

~ 2[(v(x) - v(y))/(x - y)J2w(x)2 + 2v(y)2[(w(x) - w(y))/(x - y)J2 

~ llvll~,1 · w(x)2 + 2(sup Iv 1)2[(w(x) - w(y))/(x - y)J2 'V x, y f [O, 1), x ~ y.) 
(0,1) 

Choose v = 1/S(J1)-1/S(J2) and w = 1(w2). Then w f N with llwll00 ~ tU2D/Ka 

where t(n2) = lhr111, so that it remains to show that v f C0
•
1[0, 1) with llvllo,1 ~ 

C(h, h)llJ1 - hll· It is clear that v is continuous on [O, 1). Let Ji and h be denoted by 

respectively m and n. Then, for all x,y f [O, 1],x ~ y, 

I v(x) I - I 1/(1 + m(x)2) - 1/(1+n(x)2)I/J1/Vl + m(x)2 + 1/Vl + n(x)2 I 

< I n(x) - m(x) I· I m(x) + n(x) I /((2/Vl + h2)(1 + m(x)2)(1+ n(x)2)) 
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I v(x) - v(y) I= I (n - m)(x)E(x) - (n - m)(y)E(y) I 

< I (n - m)(x) - (n - m)(y) I . I E(x) I+ I (n - m)(y) I . I E(x) - E(y) I 

< llEll0,1llf1 - !211· Ix - y I 

where the function E f C0·1[0, 1] is defined by E = (m+n)/((l+m2)(1+n2)(1/Vl + m2 + 

1/Vl + n2 )). (Eis bounded since I E(x) I~ (6 + 6)/((1·1·(1/Vl+62)). The Lipschitz 

continuity of E follows from the fact that m, n f C0·1 [0, 1] and repeated applications of the 

identity I F(x)G(x) - F(y)G(y) I~ I F(x). F(y) I·' I G(x) r+ I F(y) I· I G(x) - G(y) I).' 

It is easy to see that there exist a constant k8 (h, 6) such that llEllo,1 < k8 • Hence, 

k6 ~ J3(tU2/ K3)(ks + 6./1 + 62)Dllf1 - hll· 

A similar bound holds for k7 • This proves that there exists a constant U4 = U4(t, U2, h, 6) 

such that 

It follows from similar arguments that there exists a constant U5 , of the same type as U4, 

such that 

(5.20) lllllv.1 ~ UsDllf1 - hll· 
1 

(3) The only remaining question -is whether the coefficient of llf1 - f 2 II in each of the 

inequalities above can be chosen independently of f 1 and f 2 • This will be the case if the 

following conditions are satisfied: 

(A) There exist positive constant a~, .B*, t* and C*, independent of J, such that for every 

ff F(Jo, e), 

(5.21) a(!)= inf ao(J)(v, v)/llvlli > a~, 
· V! V(J) . 
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(5.22) (3(!) = inf sup b(f)(v, (q, T))/llvllill(q, T)ll > f3* 
(q,r) i S vi V(l) - ' 

(5.23) t(f) = ll'Yr(J)ll.c(V(l),N) :5 t*, 

or equivalently, inf min( o:(f), (3(!)) > 0, sup max( C(f), t(f)) < +oo. 
Ji F(lo,t:) f i F(J0 ,t:) 

To prove (5.23), let Jo be the function defined i_n (5.2) and fix an arbitrary J f F(/0 , c: ). 

Now de~ne the mappings x -+ z : 0(/0 ) and v -+ v: H1(0)(!))2 -+ H1(0(J0 ))
2 in the 

same way as before (with Ji, h replaced by Jo, Ji). Then lhqnvllN - lhr(l0 )vllN and 

llvlli :::; J<4(h, 8)llvlh \:/ v f V(f), so that t(J) = supll1qnvllN/llvll1 < 
v 

Condition (5.24) follows directly .from the proof of Lemma 4.5(a) because the constant c 

associ~ted with the imbedding of H 1(0(J)) into L4(0(J)) depends at most on meas(O(J) ), 

which is independent off due to (5.1) (cf. Adams (1975), 2.8, 5.13, 5~14). 

It is not obvious how to prove ( 5.21) or ( 5.22) since the posivity of the constants o:(f) 

and (3(!) was established via nonconstructive methods. However, a plausible conje~ture 

is that the mappings J -+ o:(J) and J -+ (3(!) from F(Jo, c:) into ~ are continuous in 

some neighbourhood of J0 , i.e., for some small value of e. Under this assumption there 

exists an e such that (5.21) and (5.22) hold with, say, o:0 = o:o(/o)/2 and (3* = f3(Jo)/2. 

Furthermore, under the assumption above it follows that when e = 0, llall can be bounded 

from above and o: from below by constants which are independent of Ji, h and D. When 

e = 1 there exists a constant D*, independent of Ji and /2, such that llall and o: can be 

bounded in the same was as when e = 0 whenever D < D*. Since U4 and U5 are now also 

independent of J1 and J2 , it follows from (5.16) that there exists a constant U6 = U6(h, 8) 

such that 
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Hence, by virtue of (5.17), (5.18) and (5.25) we may set U = U3 + U6 • In summary, we 

have the following result: 

Theorem 5.1 Under the hypothesis that the inequalities (5.21) and (5.22) hold (with, say, 

c = c*), it follows that 

(a) in the case of the Stokes problem ( e = 0), there exist constants R1 ( h ), R2{ h, 6, c*) and 

U(h,6) such that if 0 < 6 ~ R1 and 0 < c ~ R2 , then 

(b) in the case of the Navier-Stokes problem (e = 1), there exist constants R3 (h), 

R4(h,6,c*), 

R5(h, 6) and U(h, 6) such that (5.26) holds if 0 < 6 ~ R3 , 0 < c ~ R4 and 

0 ~ U ~ R5 • o 

5.2 The regularity problem 

In chapter 4 it was proved under minimal conditions on the smoothness of the data 

(namely that an is Lipschitz continuous, f is of class C1
·a with a > ~' f € L2{0.)2

, Pa € .C00 (f), 

and u0 belongs to (some subspace of) Ht('E)2 ) that for every choice of the function f 

there exists a pair of functions (u(f),p(f)) in H1 (0.)2 x L2(f!) which is a weak solution of 

problem (Aux). In order to derive (5.26) we assumed furthermore that ff. C1•1[0, 1]. This 

implies that J" is defined a.e. in (0, 1) and belo~gs to the space £ 00{0, 1) of essentially 

bounded Lebesgue-measurable functions. In fact, 

llf"lloo =inf {bf.~ 11 f"(x) I ~ b for a.e. x in (0, 1)} ~ llflli,1. 

It follows that the- curvature operator (1/ R)(f) belongs to £ 00{0, 1), so that for the cur

vature/normal stress boundary condition (2.16) to be at least meaningful, it is necessary 

to prove that the quantity Tij = Sij(u(f),p(f)) (or Tn = Tijnjni) is well-defined on r 
and belongs to .C00 (r). This is equivalent to proving that p and ui,j, i,j = 1,2, belong to 
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H 1(0) with their traces in £ 00 (0, 1), where 0 is some subdomain of n that contains a 

neighbourhood of r . 

. If we strengthen the condition above slightly by requiring that 0 = n, then it implies 

(4.24). In the case of problem IV, this is equivalent to 

- (5.27) (q(f), v)00 = J~ TnS(f)v dx V v f N, 

where S(f) is defined as above (5.3). 

Since N = { v f L2(0, 1) Iv/ pt f L2 (0, 1), (v(s) - v(t))/(s - t) f L2((0; 1) x (0, 1)) }, 

it follows that for every u f N there exist (not necessarily unique) functions X, Y and Z 

with X f L2 (0, 1), ptY t L2 (0, 1) and (s - t)Z(s, t) t L2 ((0, 1) x (0, 1)) such that 

(5.28) (u, v)00 = f~ f~ Z(s, t)(v(s) - v(t)) dsdt + J~(Y + X)v dx V v f N. 

(Take, e.g., X = u, Y = u/ p and Z(s, t) = (u(s) - u(t))/(s - t)2 
.) Hence, the regularity 

condition above implies that for u = q(f) we may choose X f C(O, 1), Y = 0 and Z = 0 

in this decomposition, clearly a strong requirement. 

It is apparent from the above that the need to establish regularity results for the solutions 

of problem (Var) is unavoidable in any attempt to solve problem (FBP). This is confirmed 

by the literature discussed in chapter 1, in which much effort is devoted to the analysis 

of the differentiability properties of the weak solution of the auxiliary problem and the 

derivation of suitable a priori estimates. In general the regularity results established in 

these papers rely on the results of Agmon et al (1964) or Solonnikov_ and Scadilov (1973) 

for general elliptic systems. However, these theorems invariably require greater regularity 

from the data than we have assumed thus far. Typically, the regularity theorems for 

problem (Aux) in situations where there is no contact between r and an\ r, as in 

problems I and II, are of the form: if Uo f C2•h(E)2 ,pa f G1·h(r) and f f G0·h(fi), then 

the weak solution (u,p) of the auxiliary problem belongs to C2•h(fi)2 x G1•h(fi). (The 
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free boundary is· then sought in C3•h). Moreover, when there is contact between r and 

80 \ r, as in problem III and IV, .the problem is considerably complicated by the presence 

of corner points on the boundary of the flow domain, as can be seen in the analysis of 

Solonnikov (1982). 

The undertaking of a similar study was.considered to be beyond the scope of this project. 

We shall only remark that since f t C00 (0)2 in problems I - IV, the results given in 

Ladyzhenskaya (1969) for the case of Dirichlet boundary condition (cf. Theorem 3 in 

Section 1 of Chapter 2, Theorem 6 in Section 5 of Chapter 5 in·Ladyzhenskaya (1969), and 

pp. 115-116 in the 1963 -edition of this text) suggest that the solution of problem (Var) is 

smooth in every strictly interior domain and continuous on r, excluding neighbourhoods 

of the corner points, under slightly stronger assumptions than those used here. 

We conclude by indicating how (2.16) can be formulated as a fixed point equation inf if 

it is assumed that the regularity problem has been resolved. We shall again only consider 

problem IV and shall use the same function spaces as before, but similar ideas apply in 

the case of the other problems and in smoother settings. 

Assume that for each ff f! = F(f0 ,c) the solution(s) (u,p) of problem (Aux) is such 

that Tn 1 as a function of Xi, belongs to £ 00 (0, 1), where We define 

Tn = E - q, with E = (2/ Re)Dij(u)n;n; on r and p = q + r on fi, with Jo q dx = 

0 and r f ~ a constant that will be fixed later. 

Then (2.16) becomes 

(1/R)(f)(x) = k(Tn(x)-r+pa(x)), xt[O,l]. 

Assume furthermore that there exists constants U and V, which depend only on h and 8, 

such that 

llTn(f1) - Tn(f2)lloo ~ U DllJ1 - J2ll V fi, J2 f B, 

llTn(f) ~ Tn(f)lloo ~ VD VJ f B, 
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where n denotes J~(·)dx. 

Under these assumptions it follows from elementary but lengthy arguments, which we 

shall omit, that when D and llPa - Pall ar~ sufficiently small, (2.16) is equivalent to the 

equation f = F(f), where the operator Fis a contraction: on the complete metric space 

B and is defined by 

F(f )( x) = JC: Q(f )( s )ds - J~ J~ Q(f)(s) ds~t 

where Q(f) = P(f)/ J1 - P(f)2 and 

P(f)(x) = k JC:( Tn(f)+ Pa)ds-k.r. x-C = k(JC:(rn(f)+ Pa)ds-( Tn(f) +Pa)x) + (2x- l)C 

with r = Tn +Pa - 2C/k, C = c/Jl + c2 • 

Hence, under the assumptions above, .f has a unique fixed point f in B, ~o that problem 

(FBP) has a solution (u(f),p(f),f) which is locally unique. 
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